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OneOcean merger set to
break ship to shore barriers
OneOcean, the world’s leading supplier of integrated digital software solutions for
the maritime industry, was created in late 2019 following the merger of ChartCo
and Marine Press. Digital Ship spoke with two of the key figures behind the
merger, Martin Taylor CEO and Nicholas Bourque CSO, to find out how OneOcean’s
interconnected maritime technology will shape the future of shipping.

T

he new company is the
result of two culturally
similar organisations, that
have been investing in
long-term customer-focused solutions, coming together to enhance
their presence in the maritime
industry. ChartCo, who specialised
in regulatory and e-navigation
solutions, and Marine Press, who
delivered integrated navigation
solutions, recognised the benefits in
coming together to provide leading
solutions in voyage optimisation,

environmental compliance and safety operations.
The single entity now connects
nearly 20,000 vessels, the largest network in the maritime industry today.
The merger was driven by both companies’ desire to considerably
increase R&D capacity, enabling
them to be at the forefront of delivering simplified tools for ease of compliance while keeping pace with the
growing needs of the shipping industry as it progresses through its digital
evolution. The merger increases the

company’s scale and geographic footprint, enabling OneOcean to help
stakeholders simplify the regulatory
hurdles, environmental and safety
concerns, navigational and fleet management challenges that shipping
players face today.
Martin Taylor, OneOcean’s chief
executive officer (CEO), and
Nicholas Bourque, OneOcean’s chief
strategy officer (CSO), are both eager
to rapidly accelerate the rate of
change in shipping through the
delivery of integrated solutions and
continued on page 2
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intelligent data to their customers,
enabling them to make smart, effective
decisions.
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Breaking barriers
between ship and shore
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As the pace of technology investment,
usage of automation and software solutions grow in the maritime sector, the
range of opportunities to connect and
enable holistic working between ship and
shore is growing. There has been huge
growth in the digitisation of operations to
improve efficiency. This has resulted in a
greater demand for onboard capabilities to
be brought shoreside, driving the need for
those stakeholders involved in the operation of a vessel to access and share data
wherever they are based.
OneOcean is committed to enabling
transparency across all operations, removing the barriers to data sharing to create a
more collaborative relationship between
ship and shore. Mr Taylor explained to
Digital Ship that, “We want to help cement
the relationship between ship and shoreside teams by facilitating the rapid
exchange of data. This will enable shoreside teams to undertake analysis and optimisation while freeing up onboard crew to
focus on the operational running. It will
enable combined efficiencies, quicker decision-making and ultimately improve the
safety through working together.”
As a result of the merger, OneOcean is
placed in a prime position to enhance decision-making between the ship and shore.
The unitary platform works by pulling
together data and systems, planning information and compliance, combining them
together rather than managing each in isolation to deliver “an accelerated information exchange and ultimately the ability to
reduce risk,” Mr Taylor said.
Mr Bourque added, “By increasing the
collaboration between ship and shore there
can be better structures put in place to
reduce the duplication of work while gathering greater depth of knowledge and data
sets. The flow of data can then be focused
so that the right information is gathered to
provide effective and intelligent insights
that is useful, relevant and actionable.”
“You want the flexibility to see the big
picture with the ability to drill down into
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the detail,” Mr Taylor added. “Our solutions already flag up anomalies automatically – set according to user preference –
such as a weather scenario affecting a voyage plan or environmental discrepancies
between operations and regulations. In
addition, it highlights a range of issues
captains and shore-based crew face in dayto-day ship operations, such as likely late
arrivals or possible berth delays, to aid
planning.”

Creating value from
long-term partnerships
As part of the goal to drive more informed
decision-making, the CEO and CSO of
OneOcean note the importance of establishing long-term partnerships with customers. Prior to the merger, both ChartCo
and Marine Press were actively investing
in long-term customer focused solutions.
“We found that customers often struggled
to connect all the parts,” said Mr Taylor,
explaining that developing new solutions
through a partnership is more effective in
meeting customers’ needs.
Mr Bourque commented on the evolution of ChartCo and Marine Press, “Like
the industry, we too have had to adapt to
the digitalisation taking place and invest to
keep pace. Our understanding, investment and adaptability to focus on the
future is a strength that we can bring to
partnerships and enables us to help our
customers move forward and ensure we
keep evolving together.”
Merging the two companies gives
OneOcean access to a greater number of
partnerships across a whole range of industry stakeholders, including the legislators,
flag states, classification societies, ship managers, owners, operators, and inspectors.
“We’re taking some of our key customers and working with them to develop
solutions that will make them more efficient. We’re giving them the information
they want and need ship and shoreside,
building that data set with them and connecting the dots between the data to enable
the right, informed decisions,” Mr Taylor
explained.
Going on to talk further about the value
of long-term partnerships in establishing
successful customer-driven solutions, Mr
Taylor told us, “Historically, the industry
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Nicholas Bourque CSO, OneOcean
has focussed on short-term contracts with
suppliers and minimising the cost of commodities in navigation such as ENCs.
Now, this short-term nature is evolving,
and the industry is looking to the longerterm, investing today to enable smarter
decisions and actions to be made that will
drive wider efficiencies.”
Adding to that Mr Bourque explained,
“In order to get to the next level of cost savings, operators need to stop looking at each
element separately. When you get suppliers to look at how they could work together, then you can look at how to optimise
and make that part more efficient. That is
how you will drive large parts of those cost
savings and it is part of the reason we created OneOcean.”
As a business we are already bringing
together the tools to enable greater operational efficiency. An example of this would
be the combination of environmental regulatory requirements overlaid into passage
planning software – enabling visibility and
accuracy to be available in one place. If you
add in the ability to complete electronic
logbooks and share all of this information
between ship and shore, it becomes easier
to manage the compliance requirements,
provide enhanced support to reduce risk
and create operational efficiencies as the
intelligence is built. We are committed to
integrating with other maritime players to
provide the richest information and efficient solutions for our customers.
Mr Bourque added that moving forward with this approach is more possible
now than it was a few years ago as, “We
are starting to see the right mindset for the
adoption of digital technology and solutions now. There are still a lot of people
trying to figure out how these new solutions can work for them, but the movement
towards digitalisation is well underway.

Combatting industry
complexity

Martin Taylor CEO, OneOcean

“Everyone is modernising their systems
individually and at different paces and it
becomes a real challenge to get these parts
talking together and for companies to
adopt new digital technologies at a more
rapid pace,” Mr Bourque told Digital Ship.
There is a lot of complexity and fragmentation within the industry as it is cyclical in its nature and different vessel sectors
are progressing with different agendas.
“Maritime is renowned for being very
profitable sometimes and not so profitable
at others. These cycles can put off some
investment in the industry, which has,
unfortunately, resulted in a fragmented
industry,” explained Mr Taylor.
continued on page 4
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There are some legislative driving
forces which have contributed to parts of
the industry evolving quicker than others,
however the OneOcean CEO and CSO
believe this is not the main cause of the
problem. “There are areas in vessel operations and shoreside operations that could
have moved on quickly but haven’t done
so,” said Mr Taylor. “Rather, the critical
issue is that there are many players
involved in a single vessel, and each of
these have different challenges that they
want to focus on - resulting in a siloed
approach to development.” For example,
owners are trying to minimise their spend
on vessels, managers trying to keep a ves-

sel compliant and safe and operate in the
most efficient way and charterers trying to
minimise their costs. The financial models
between these three don’t always coincide
to work together for bigger efficiencies,”
explained Mr Taylor.
“There has been a lot of consolidation in
the market and this has occurred on a horizontal level with suppliers, but not so
much vertically,” continued Mr Taylor.
“This means there are still big gaps
between owners, managers, charterers and
other stakeholders of vessel management
and operations. We see there is a great
opportunity to break these barriers and
connect stakeholders for long-term gains.”

ABB certified as Inmarsat
Fleet Data provider
www.inmarsat.com
www.new.abb.com
Inmarsat and ABB Marine & Ports have
signed a Master Supply Agreement, certifying ABB as an application provider to
work with Fleet Data, the IoT platform
developed by Inmarsat and Danelec
Marine.
The purpose of the agreement is to tackle the difficulty shipowners have in getting
data off ships in real-time. A recent 2018
Inmarsat survey of 125 owners found 51
per cent identifying this as their main
obstacle to IoT adoption.
As a certified application provider, ABB
will work with Fleet Data, which collects
information from onboard sensors, preprocesses it, and uploads it to a secure
cloud-based database.
The new Certified Application Provider
(CAP) agreement means analytics, monitoring and decision-support software,
developed by ABB Marine & Ports to
benchmark fleet performance as well as
enhance ship efficiency and safety, can
seamlessly integrate with a database via
the Fleet Data Application Programming
Interface (API).
“As respective leaders in the field of

mobile satellite communications and
marine power, control and automation
technologies, Inmarsat and ABB combine
connectivity and enabling applications at a
scale that can be truly transformative,”
said Stefano Poli, vice president business
development, Inmarsat Maritime.
“This deal provides further evidence of
the power of Fleet Data to rise to the challenge. As a digital enabler, Fleet Data can
support a myriad of applications so it is no
coincidence that Inmarsat has signed
agreements with digital technology majors
as well as start-ups intending to shake up
the industry,” he said. “Both groups recognise that developing a digital culture is
about downloading and updating, not
expensive ship visits and installation
time.”
“Collaborative operations that put our
cumulative engineering knowledge, leading-edge products and remote support at
the disposal of those at sea and ashore are
core to the ABB Marine & Ports Service
offering across a wide range of vessel
types,” said Antto Shemeikka, vice president digital services ABB Marine & Ports.
“We see the potential for faster digitalisation enabled by continuously evolving
connectivity.”

OneOcean will tackle this issue by
pulling together wide-ranging data sets
and systems from various activities across
shipping, delivering data that provides
value to the customer and simplifies the
transition to more digitalised ways of
operating.
“OneOcean already has that diverse
range of customers and we have a wide
range of different managers and owners
who work in different ways. Across the
almost 20,000 vessels that we are working
with and the many shoreside stakeholders,
there’s a huge diversity of how people
address problems,” said Mr Bourque. “As
one company, we are now able to push

investment and innovation to connect the
wider bodies in the industry, connecting
the dots and creating greater levels of
transparency for better efficiency. This
will provide the longer-term efficiencies
that our customers desire and we will
work with them to achieve these.”
“The opportunities of digitalisation are
huge and exciting. The OneOcean team
are working hard to explore and build
upon these further. As we gain momentum in the digital era of shipping, we at
OneOcean want to be a catalyst for change,
championing partnerships, insights and
long-term efficiencies for our customers,”
DS
Mr Bourque added.

Inmarsat and ITC Global collaborate
to expand broadband services
www.inmarsat.com
www.itcglobal.com
Inmarsat and ITC Global have announced
a five-year strategic collaboration to combine the organisations’ services to offer
broadband and high-value connectivity
solutions to customers in the maritime,
yachting and offshore energy sectors.
ITC Global will offer Inmarsat’s Fleet
Xpress service, incorporating the Ka-band
solution into its existing comprehensive
range of Ku-band connectivity services.
Fleet Xpress for Offshore is powered by
the Global Xpress Ka-band network, combined with the proven reliability of
Inmarsat’s flagship, FleetBroadband Lband service.
Delivering high data speeds, continuous connectivity and guaranteed performance, the Ka-band service - which is now
installed on over 8,000 vessels - sets a new
standard for maritime global communications, with crew welfare, regulatory and
operational drivers at the heart. Benefits
include affordable voice calls, multiple
voice options for crew and operations and
high-speed broadband for internet access,
plus 24/7 online support by certified engineers. For offshore clients, Fleet Xpress

provides added subscription flexibility to
meet seasonal and short-term demand
changes.
“We are pleased to secure the support
of a key partner in ITC Global, which
reflects our own commitment to providing
the offshore and wider maritime community with uniquely global, reliable and
flexible broadband connectivity anywhere
in the world to meet their rapidly growing
digitalisation needs,” said Eric Griffin,
Inmarsat Maritime, vice president offshore
& high end fishing.
ITC Global is a subsidiary of Panasonic
Avionics Corporation, delivering highspeed, high-capacity communications services to customers across the oil and gas,
mining, merchant maritime and passenger
vessel markets.
“Using our combined expertise of Ku-,
L- and Ka-bands, we will be well-positioned to meet the individual demands of
maritime and offshore customers,” said
Ian Dawkins, CEO at ITC Global. “The
agreement will enable us to extract further
value from the synergies between our
organisations and leverage our mutual
technology and product innovations to
fully support the operational requirements
of customers.”

Iridium CloudConnect goes live
www.iridium.com
Iridium Communications has announced
that Iridium CloudConnect, the first and
only satellite cloud-based solution offering
truly global coverage for Internet of Things
(IoT) applications, is now actively serving
customers.
This new service combines Iridium IoT
capabilities with Amazon Web Services
(AWS) IoT and cloud services extending
customers' IoT reach to the more than 80
per cent of the Earth that lacks terrestrial
coverage.
By combining the unique attributes of
the Iridium network with the breadth of
AWS supporting infrastructure and services, Iridium customers can reduce engineering time, lower fixed operating costs,
and experience faster development and
deployment of new IoT products and
applications. For existing AWS customers,

Iridium CloudConnect is providing the
ability to easily expand their current service footprint beyond terrestrial coverage,
creating the opportunity for additional service offerings and improved performance
through the addition of satellite connectivity.
"There's been great anticipation for this
service since it was first announced, and
now our partners and customers can easily

experience the full power of IoT using
AWS, combined with the only network
offering truly global coverage," said Bryan
Hartin, executive vice president, sales and
marketing, Iridium. "We've built a direct,
private connection between our gateway
and AWS, making it secure and redundant. This is now a premier satellite cloudbased IoT service."
The service makes it easier to do busi-

Iridium’s satellite cloud-based solution, CloudConnect, is now actively serving customers
Digital Ship February / March 2020 page 4

ness by translating between industry-standard cloud protocols and Iridium's Short
Burst Data service. This allows virtually
any IoT device connected through the
Iridium network to speak natively with
AWS IoT services as well as other valueadded elements available in AWS
Marketplace.
Iridium's IoT services continue to experience
strong
subscriber
growth.
Commercial IoT data subscribers grew 25
per cent from the third quarter of 2018
through the third quarter of 2019, to
767,000 customers.
"Iridium CloudConnect illustrates how
the Iridium network can connect, monitor,
and control assets virtually anywhere on
the planet," stated Matt Desch, CEO,
Iridium. "This validates why we have continued to become the de facto network of
choice for customers to develop their satellite IoT services."
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OneWeb confirms successful launch of 34 satellites
www.oneweb.world
OneWeb has launched 34 satellites onboard
a Soyuz launch vehicle from the historic
Baikonur Cosmodrome, Kazakhstan.
Lift-off occurred on February 6 at 21:42
pm UTC. The OneWeb satellites separated
from the rocket and were dispensed in nine
batches over a period of several hours.
This launch is the second successful
launch in one of the largest civilian satellite
launch campaigns in history. It will help
build OneWeb's phase one constellation of
648 satellites that will deliver high-speed,
low-latency global connectivity, while
addressing the world’s most pressing connectivity problems.
The communications company is on
schedule to provide global coverage to customers in 2021, starting with the first commercial services in the Arctic this year. This
follows OneWeb both securing global pri-

ority spectrum rights and successfully
launching its first batch of satellites in
2019.
OneWeb's network will provide a
unique combination of high data throughput, low latency, true global coverage and
a range of user terminals for multiple markets including maritime, aviation, government and enterprise.
Adrian Steckel, CEO of OneWeb, said:
“The successful manufacture, delivery
and launch of this batch of 34 satellites is
the latest proof point of the OneWeb plan.
Importantly, today’s mission also brings
us closer to our next step, realising our
ultimate vision of providing access to
high speed, reliable internet to everyone,
everywhere.
“We are seeing considerable interest
from prospective customers and partners.
Later this year, we will provide service in
the arctic region and 2021 will see OneWeb

Solstad Offshore renews and expands
fleet contract with Marlink
www.solstad.com
www.marlink.com
Solstad Offshore has renewed its connectivity contract with Marlink, committing 65
offshore vessels to Sealink, Marlink’s highthroughput Ku-band VSAT service. The
vessels will be provided with Sealink
Services and L-band backup to ensure
seamless global connectivity.
The latest contract builds on more than
10 years’ partnership between the companies. A tailor-made setup consisting of five
diverse packages will allow Solstad to
choose the hardware fitted to each vessel,
ranging from basic 4G connectivity to a
fully managed, high-throughput single or
dual antenna VSAT system.
“Reliable links with shore are vital in
today’s industry to ensure operational efficiency and vessel safety, as well as improving quality of life for vessel crews by keeping them in touch with families ashore.
Many of our clients work in the highly
demanding oil and energy sector, and by
providing them with outstanding connectivity Solstad will continue to deliver value
at every level,” said Christian Nesheim,

ICT director, Solstad Offshore.
Marlink’s services for Solstad Offshore
are made flexible through use of an innovative Self-Service portal, onboard and on
shore. Without needing to pick up the
phone, users will be able to up- or downgrade their bandwidth allocation, activate
or deactivate services such as content filters, and change their coverage area. This
adaptability will allow Solstad Offshore
more control, for example by increasing
the bandwidth for a vessel in alignment
with current onboard requirements.
To avoid unauthorised use of the portal,
user accounts will be allocated with various access rights. Support tickets, changes
and invoices will also be handled via a customer portal, specifically designed to meet
Solstad Offshore’ needs, and providing
transparency for both users and managers.
Tore Morten Olsen, president Maritime,
Marlink said: “Marlink has worked together
with Solstad Offshore to produce a service
offering which we believe to be unmatched
in the industry. By enabling our customers
to configure their connectivity to their
exact requirements, we increase the value
and service experience for our customer.”

Christian Nesheim and Tore Morten Olsen renew their agreement

The launch marks the start of a regular launch campaign during 2020 that will grow
OneWeb’s first phase constellation of 648 satellites
achieve global coverage, making the digital divide a thing of the past. I’m very
proud of our team and partners who con-

tinue to collaborate to make our ambitious
scale a reality, and also those in
Kazakhstan for supporting our vision.”

Virtual Maritime Services launches GSM
On Board connectivity solution
www.vmssa.com

vice offers the seafarer or the oﬃcer a GSM
cell phone onboard while vessel is in the
ocean. This is achieved utilising existing
Inmarsat FX or KU VSAT services established on the vessel, along with GSM base
station terminals, provided by VMS
RoamFree in order to produce local GSM
coverage.
VMS roamfree GSM On Board service
provides:
• Voice calls (inbound and outbound)
• Voicemail
• SMS messages (outbound and inbound)
• SMS notiﬁcations
• Data service (on board and on shore)
• One Communication service for the
GLOBE, sea & shore
• Privacy when making calls in personal
quarters
• Convenience of using a personal
communication device
• Flexibility when multiple crew members
make calls at the same time
Key benefits include:
• Cost eﬀective – Low investment cost for
crew welfare
• Cost certainty – crew members are
charged directly for their usage
• Separate yet parallel bridge and crew
calling - commercial and crew calls use
the same satellite connection without
any interference
• Improved productivity – instant, easy
access to people and information

Piraeus-based Virtual Maritime Services
(VMS SA) has launched a new service to
provide commercial vessels with a highspeed connectivity, voice and data service
technology with IoT capabilities.
The service, GSM On Board, sets out to
make maritime communications reliable,
cost effective and more accessible for seafarers and office. GSM On Board includes
voice calls (inbound & outbound), voicemails, SMS messages, notifications and
data. GSM On Board provides one communication service for the globe (sea & shore),
with multiple advantages such as privacy
when making calls in personal quarters,
convenience due to using personal cell
phones, and flexibility when multiple crew
are making calls at the same time.
The connectivity of the hardware system is plug and play for easy installation
and operation. Installation assistance is
also provided with every device. Services
are available only to users of International
SIM cards provided by VMS RoamFree or
its partner distributors.
Sensors can also be connected on the
internal GSM platform to enhance data
availability and decision making.
According to VMA SA, the service
offers a low rate service that requires no
investment and returns fast in crew and
business welfare.
VMS RoamFree GSM
Global Communication
Service also provides
clients with a life time
european mobile number for global coverage,
that is compatible with
any generic GSM mobile
device. Currently the
land service is available
globally, providing free
incoming calls in over
135 countries.
GSM On Board enhances maritime communications, is cost
With VMS RoamFree,
effective and accessible for seafarers and office personnel
the GSM On Board ser-
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Stolt Tankers completes migration to Veslink IMOS platform
www.stolt-nielsen.com
www.veslink.com
Stolt Tankers has officially completed
migration from Veson’s on-premise IMOS
solution to the cloud-based Veslink IMOS
Platform (VIP) across the tanker giant’s
global fleet and four regional fleets.
By adopting an integrated, cloud-based
solution, Stolt is creating new opportunities to streamline data sharing with customers and partners by digitising and standardising its processes.
Stolt Tankers first implemented Veson’s
flagship Integrated Maritime Operations
System (IMOS) in 2006. After 13 years of
close partnership with Veson, the tanker
company decided to take its digital strate-

gy to the next level by migrating to Veson’s
market-leading cloud solution, the Veslink
IMOS Platform (VIP).
“The intent was always to get on VIP so
that our team can instantly take advantage
of new releases without all the testing that
came with an on-premise solution,” said
Ruud Bijvank, senior business project manager at Stolt Tankers. The integrated, cloudbased solution allows for more streamlined
workflows, which allows Stolt to operate
more efficiently and innovate faster.
Given the size and complexity of Stolt’s
operations, the migration process took
careful planning, analysis, and teamwork
to execute. “We wanted to ensure our
users were well prepared for the migration,” Mr Bijvank explained, “so we con-

ducted internal presentations that enabled
users to test their own processes within the
product prior to launch. After two days,
everyone was working in the Platform as
though they had been using it for months.”
Stolt and Veson worked side by side
throughout the migration process to ensure
a successful transition. “Feedback from our
users confirmed that the migration was the
smoothest process they have experienced."
“Our thorough GAP analysis resulted in
a seamless roll-out, starting with the
regional fleets and finally going live with
the deep-sea fleet.”
“It is rewarding to see one of our
longest-standing client partners getting
increased value out of their Veson solution,” added Ignacio Labarthe, regional

account manager for Veson Nautical.
“Since 2006, we have seen Stolt grow their
usage of the system across business units
and functional roles – we are confident this
migration is only the next step in their continued growth and digitalisation efforts.”
Now that the multi-phase migration is
complete, Mr Bijvank reports that Stolt’s
users “have noticed a substantial performance improvement with VIP, which was
one of the primary reasons we migrated.
We have also noticed that the organisation
and layout of the interface is more intuitive, helping us find information more
quickly.” These improvements in operational performance enable Stolt to provide
greater value to its customers through
increased flexibility and visibility.

Navarino first worldwide to meet Fleet Xpress commitment of 1,250 activations
www.navarino.co.uk
www.inmarsat.com
Navarino celebrates becoming the first
Inmarsat Valued Added Reseller to reach
its Fleet Xpress commitment of 1,250
activations.
In the surroundings of Athens’ Grand
Hyatt Hotel overlooking the Acropolis,
Navarino celebrated becoming the first
Inmarsat Valued Added Reseller to reach
its Fleet Xpress commitment of 1,250
activations.
Joined by more than 250 guests, including senior management from Inmarsat,
Cobham and Intellian, Navarino toasted
this milestone, which it has reached 3 years
earlier than forecast.
“I would like to sincerely thank all our
customers who put their trust in us to
enable their connectivity requirements
through FX,” said Dimitris Tsikopoulos,
Navarino CEO. “We have worked
extremely hard to get here and I am very

proud of the entire Navarino family, without whom this would not have been possible. As the largest Inmarsat FX distributor
in the world, we have seen first-hand the
many benefits of the highly reliable, high

speed Fleet Xpress network and the digital
transformation options it brings to the
maritime sector.
“I must also thank our partners from
Cobham and Intellian, who have provid-

Navarino celebrates becoming the first Inmarsat
Valued Added Reseller to reach its Fleet Xpress
commitment of 1,250 activations

ed massive support to Navarino over the
years and who have contributed enormosly to this achievement thanks to their
flexibility, commitment and world class
equipment.”

Inmarsat, Cobham, Intellian and Navarino
celebrate the news in December last year

NSSLGlobal secures bandwidth efficiency contract with RADIOCOM
www.radiocom.ro
www.nsslglobal.com
NSSLGlobal Technologies, the R&D arm
of the NSSLGlobal group, has announced
a new contract with Societatea Naţională
de
Radiocomunicaţii
(National
Radiocommunications Company S.A.)
RADIOCOM.
RADIOCOM is a leader in the terrestrial broadcasting market and one of the
main providers of networks and data
transmission services in Romania. RADIOCOM owns Earth Stations at the Cheia
Satellite Communications Centre - an
important gate for incoming and outgoing
of data, voice and radio transmissions and
video communications in Romania.
RADIOCOM turned to NSSLGlobal for
improved Quality of Service (QoS) and
bandwidth efficiency of their VSAT network, both Hub and terminals, with highperformance SatLink Hub and Modem
technology.
The contract will see NSSLGlobal

Technologies supply RADIOCOM with its
SatLink 2000 modems and a carrier class
SatLink Hub (SL 9800) with dual beam
compatibility. One beam will support 250
sites and the core Hub infrastructure. The
second beam will support 900 remote sites
that form a new SCADA network for a key
RADIOCOM customer.
SCADA systems are used to monitor
and control a plant or equipment in industries such as oil and gas as well as telecommunications, water and waste control,
energy and transportation. The oil and gas
industry demand efficient and reliable
high-throughput connectivity for linking
headquarters IT systems, technical experts,
pipeline facilities, and infield and offshore
drilling platforms to each other. As terrestrial infrastructure for communication purposes is often inadequate or non-existent
in the remote and harsh environments
identified with this industry, service
providers are depending on alternative
effective communication solutions.
NSSLGlobal Technologies’ SatLink Hub

and Modem technology is pivotal in helping RADIOCOM operate efficiently by
delivering high performance, cost-effective, always-on voice, data and multimedia communications for its widely distributed sites and remote locations.
Engineered to support a variety of services, the SatLink systems have been
implemented for SCADA and other low
data rate applications.
“NSSLGlobal showed true professionalism and expertise during the entire competitive tender process, which gave them
the edge over the four other companies
involved in selecting our VSAT technology
provider. NSSLGlobal provided a highlevel commercial proposition tailored to
our specifications and technical requirements and also gave us the confidence we
needed to develop our services portfolio,
including those for SCADA systems,” said
Eugen Brad, RADIOCOM’s CEO.
“The SatLink technology offered the
improved QoS and bandwidth efficiency
that we needed for our network, and the
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high levels of project management and
technical support services that we’ll
receive from the in-house experts around
the clock was a major element for our business road map.”
Nikolaj Hvegholm, ceo of NSSLGlobal
Technologies added: “This is an exciting
win for NSSLGlobal Technologies, as we
continue to forge our reputation as an
engineering powerhouse. We displaced
the incumbent’s network with our trusted
and reliable SatLink technology. We gave
RADIOCOM the confidence they needed
in our engineering capabilities and 24/7
support services, and as a result, we
secured RADIOCOM as a valuable customer. We offered efficiencies by delivering a solution which was tailored to their
needs and it is also testament to our skills
in providing a suitable infrastructure to
meet the needs for SCADA regulations.”
As part of the contract, NSSLGlobal is
providing
the
SatLink
Network
Management System as well as full
24/7/365 technical support services.
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Starlink - what does it mean
for shipping communications?
Elon Musk’s company SpaceX is in the process of launching tens of thousands of communications satellites.
What might this mean for shipping communications? Contributing editor Karl Jeffery finds out.

E

lon Musk's spaceship company
SpaceX is launching tens of
thousands of small communications satellites. You might be
wondering what it means for shipping.
This article is an attempt to bring together some of the commentary and facts to put
together a picture. But please note that very
little information has been released about
the company’s market intentions, so there
is a lot of conjecture in this article.
SpaceX was founded in 2002 by Elon
Musk, with a goal to make it possible to
colonise Mars. The satellite constellation
is something it thought it could launch
additionally, at a cost of just $10bn (2018
estimate).
By owning its own rockets, SpaceX can
launch a satellite constellation much more
cheaply than other satellite companies,
who have to make a contract with a separate rocket launching company.
SpaceX’s plan is to launch 60 satellites
every 2 weeks from early 2020, starting on
Jan 7 and Jan 24, 2020. It follows 2 x 60
satellite test launches in May and
November 2019, and 2 test satellites
launched in February 2018. 60 satellites can
be launched at once from the company’s
“Falcon 9 Block 5” rocket.
At this rate of launching, it will have
enough satellites in the sky to start offering
a service in mid-2020, and for global coverage by the end of 2020 (after 24 launches),
and 12,000 satellites to be deployed by mid
2020s, providing more and more capacity.
The company said it was developing a
new rocket called “Starship” which could
launch 400 satellites at a time.
Other than that, there isn't a lot of public information about Starlink. We know
about the launches, we know about the filings made with the various regulatory

bodies, and there is the odd tweet from
Elon Musk.
But then, there's an enormous amount
of commentary on the internet about what
it might be, what it might offer, and if it
might work financially. Some of this commentary comes from highly knowledgeable and well-placed sources, including the
former president of the Mobile Satellite
Users Association; a NASA engineer who
formerly worked on Hyperloop One; and
a University College London Professor
of Networked Systems. Some links to
expert blogs and videos are at the end of
this article.

For shipping
A first point to consider - from shipping's
point of view - is that data to and from
satellites goes in straight lines.
This is fine for geostationary satellites,
such as those operated by Inmarsat, which
are 35,786 km from mean sea level. The
data can go from the ship to the satellite
and back to the ground station, and reach a
ship in the middle of the Pacific.
But for low earth orbiting satellites like
SpaceX (or Iridium), the satellites are too
close to the earth’s surface for the communications to go from ground station to
satellite to ship in one hop, if the vessel is
far out at sea.
Iridium solved this problem with a
complex system for sending data from
satellite to satellite. But Iridium does not
operate at gigabyte bandwidths. Its maximum speed is 704kbps.
SpaceX has announced plans to build a
system for communications from one satellite to another by laser. Laser based communication is already used on spacecraft.
In an October 2019 interview, CEO
Gwynne Shotwell said, “By late next year,

we'll be flying satellite with lasers that
allow them to talk to each other in space
and share data, which ensures customers
will never lose service”.
But this laser-based system does not
exist on the satellites being launched during 2020. Whether this will set-back the
systems’ applicability for shipping for a
year, or longer, will depend on how successful SpaceX is at developing it.
It does sound quite tricky technically to
have a laser on one moving satellite pointed with complete accuracy to another moving satellite, but it may be feasible.
Without intra-satellite communications,
the service can only work within a certain
distance to a base station. We can calculate
this distance using trigonometry and the
angle of elevation.
In a March 2017 FCC filing, SpaceX said
that its constellation was designed to provide service at “minimum operational elevation angles of 35 degrees”, in order to
minimize the effect on terrestrial systems.
If the satellite is 340 miles above the
earth, and the minimum elevation angle
from the ship to the satellite and back to
another base station is 35 degrees, we can
calculate there must be another ground
station within 970 miles for it to work.
An alternative is that SpaceX builds its
own base stations in the ocean. If a customer satellite terminal can also act as a
base station, taking data from one satellite
and transmitting it to another, these base
stations could be the satellite terminals fitted on ships of other SpaceX customers.
Or SpaceX could position its own ships
across the ocean as base stations, which
sounds ambitious until you remember this
is a company which built its own rockets.
The same issues would apply if providing services to aviation over the sea.
Another issue to consider is how maritime satellite communications services
today involve much more than airtime.
Supplementary services offered by maritime
satcom providers include separate accounts
for crew members, e-mail, cyber security
services, technical support and software.
Also Inmarsat and Iridium communications services come backed with a safety
guarantee (in order to be accepted as
GMDSS equipment), and reliability of data
transmission can be more important than
the price.
So it may require more than much lower
cost airtime and faster speeds to encourage
shipping companies to switch away from
traditional providers.

Main markets
Aerial view of the SPACEX headquarters and rocket manufacturing
building in Hawthorne, California, USA

But also bear in mind that SpaceX has
never shown any interest in the maritime
market.
It has not said anything much in public,
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How the SpaceX “Starship” prototype
Mk1 rocket might look
but comments from the CEO last October
hinted that the market they have in mind
initially is US customers in remote places,
who often still pay $80 a month for fairly
poor quality broadband delivered through
cables.
Another anticipated market is “backhaul” internet traffic, replacing fibre optic
cables.
Providing satellite communications services to this market does sound plausible,
if SpaceX can install a base station across
the terrestrial US every 970 miles. The base
stations do not need connection with fibre
optic cables, they just need to have power
to receive signal from one satellite and
send it up to another.

Ground stations
Another question is the cost of the user terminals, the device which customers install
to send and receives data to and from the
satellites. Elon Musk tweeted in Jan 2020
that it looks like a "UFO on a stick" – which
users would just need to plug in and point
at the sky, with no training required.
Experts have said it is probably a
phased array antenna, a device which
monitors the location of satellites and
sends data communications directly to
them, as they move.
SpaceX has said it believes the device
can be made for $200. News agency CNN
interviewed Bill Milroy, chief technology
officer of US antenna maker ThinKom,
which makes computer controlled phase
array antennas. He said that if he was
asked to make user terminals as cheaply as
possible but at large volumes, it might be
possible to get the cost down to $1000 each.
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Mark Handley from University College
London, has speculated that the user terminals could be ground stations themselves, handling data from other customers, not just their own. The data would
be sent from a satellite to a user terminal,
and then up to another satellite.
The initial terminals are being made by
SpaceX itself.

broadband. CEO Gwynne Shotwell mentioned "millions of people in the U.S. pay
$80 per month to get “crappy service.”
Any customer with access to reasonably
fast broadband is probably not going to be
interested in this - whether cabled or via
fast cellular. So it will probably not be of
interest to customers who have good
broadband or cellular coverage.

Direct-to-customer

Other issues

The communications services are likely to be
sold directly to customers, similarly to how
Elon Musk’s Tesla cars are sold to customers
directly. Although in some countries, regulations will require that the service is offered
through local telecom companies.
The company will be hiring a whole
workforce for sales, technical support and
product engineering, looking in particular
at user terminals.
It may initially target US customers
who are paying high fees for poor quality

Other issues commentators have raised is
the challenges with the “very low earth
orbit” altitude, because there is atmospheric drag, which would normally result in a
short lifetime for the satellite. The information about SpaceX’s technology for this has
not been made public.
To handle the “space debris,” the company announced in late 2017 that satellites
nearing the end of useful lives (5-7 years)
would move into a ‘disposal orbit’ and reenter the earth’s atmosphere.

SpaceX has a contract for $28m with
the US Air Force Research Laboratory, to
test way that the services can be used for
military.
The company is also in a race with other
companies planning similar constellations,
including OneWeb.
DS

Author
Karl Jeffery was founding
editor of Digital Ship in
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Digital Energy Journal
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Online material
Mark Handley
https://youtu.be/m05abdGSOxY
Mark Handley, Professor of Networked Systems in the Department of Computer Science of
University College London, shares ideas on how the ground communication might work.
Tim Farrar
A past president of Mobile Satellite Users Association shares ideas on how the finances might
work and how many customers might be needed for viability
http://tmfassociates.com/blog/2019/12/12/reality-and-hype-in-satellite-constellations/
Casey Handmer
A software systems architect with NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory and former engineer with
Hyperloop gives his ideas on the cost and financial viability
https://caseyhandmer.wordpress.com/2019/11/02/starlink-is-a-very-big-deal/

Teekay Offshore selects Marlink for managed IT services
www.teekayoffshore.com
www.marlink.com
Teekay Offshore has selected Marlink’s
ITLink solutions portfolio with its benchmark
IT
operational
platform,
KeepUp@Sea, to streamline and improve
fleet IT management. The deployment of
ITLink positions Marlink as a single supplier of diverse Information Communication
Technology (ICT) services for Teekay
Offshore vessels, following a satellite services contract renewal in May 2019.
Marlink will provision ITLink solutions
across Teekay Offshore’s fleet of shuttle
tankers, ALP towing vessels and floating
production storage and offloading (FPSO)
units to ensure more availability of operational tools, resulting in more efficient and
sustainable fleet operations. Representing
a major endorsement of Marlink’s ability to
facilitate end-to-end digitalisation strate-

gies for maritime businesses, this latest
contract with Teekay Offshore also highlights the operational and financial advantages of using a single supplier to integrate
failsafe global connectivity with a secure,
managed IT infrastructure.
Under the conditions of the new deal,
Marlink’s
ITLink
solutions
with
KeepUp@Sea will manage and optimise
Teekay Offshore’s fleet IT infrastructure
and software. The implementation of standardisation, automation and remote network management generates substantial
savings in time and resources while reducing the possibility of human error and the
requirement for technicians to travel to a
ship to fix IT issues. This helps to reduce
Teekay Offshore’s environmental footprint, while maintaining the compliance
and resilience of vessel IT networks with
automated software updates and remote
access for troubleshooting.

Marlink’s seamless VSAT connectivity
is crucial to the successful running of
Teekay Offshore’s operational processes,
expediting everything from document/
data transfer, remote diagnostics, voice
communications and videoconferencing to
planned maintenance system updates and
morale-boosting social media browsing for
crew welfare. ITLink solutions are also key
to a cyber-secure and well-ordered IT network, future-proofing the firm in readiness
for fleet expansion, with the building of six
new E-shuttle tankers, and the advent of
new regulations including IMO 2021
Cyber Security guidelines.
“As our operations become ever more
sophisticated, encompassing the shorebased remote monitoring of onboard systems, it’s obviously vital for us to know
that the digital foundation between vessels
and from shore to ship can be relied upon
without question,” said Regis Rougier, vice

president operations, Teekay. “We’re
delighted to have Marlink as an attentive
and convenient single interface between
our all-important IT and communications
structures.”
“We’re very pleased to be strengthening
our close relationship with Teekay
Offshore and keeping the company at the
cutting-edge of maritime digitalisation,”
added Tore Morten Olsen, president
Maritime, Marlink. “The integration of our
connectivity services with the ITLink portfolio and KeepUp@Sea will simplify and
enhance Teekay Offshore’s IT infrastructure, with all the material, logistical and
support benefits they can expect from collaborating with a trusted single source. We
are confident that remote digital intervention will have a tangible impact on Teekay
Offshore’s ability to optimise and deliver
more sustainable, profitable and environmentally friendly operations.”

Kepler and Cobham to deliver high-capacity data services in new partnership
www.keplercommunications.com
www.cobham.com
Kepler Communications and Cobham
SATCOM have announced a strategic partnership aimed at eliminating barriers to
widespread adoption of high capacity data
services over Kepler’s Low Earth Orbit
(LEO) network.
Under the new arrangement, organisations evaluating Kepler’s ability to costeffectively move multiple gigabytes of data
per day around the globe can experience a
fully managed trial of the service anywhere on the planet with no upfront
CAPEX spend, no lengthy service commitment, and certified installation & support
executed through Cobham SATCOM’s
global Technical Service Partner network.
The Kepler-Cobham partnership offers
a ‘User Terminal-as-a-Service’ (UTaaS) and
centres on three core principles: shifting
equipment costs to a monthly operational
fee from a more traditional one-time capital expense; embedding installation, technical support, terminal maintenance, warehousing, and transport services into the

monthly fees with future capabilities for
add-on services; and exchanging technical
know-how to improve the delivery of LEO
wideband services going forward.
“Proven, reliable ground segment is a
critical piece for delivering wideband services from LEO,” said Jeffrey Osborne, cofounder and VP of business development
at Kepler. “The cost of today’s tracking
antennas as well as the complexity of coordinating setup, installation and support
are understandable roadblocks for those
wishing to test drive our Global Data
Service. At Kepler our goal is to deliver the
most frictionless customer experience possible so that anyone with a potential use
case for this ground-breaking capability
can simply say ‘yes’ and keep their focus
on the really important elements of their
application. Our partnership with Cobham
enables us to create exactly that experience
where we can scalably execute demonstrations anywhere on the planet all for a manageable monthly OPEX fee that includes
hardware, setup, support, and airtime.”
The companies have confirmed that
Cobham’s full range of SAILOR and Sea

Cobham’s SAILOR 600 steerable VSAT and Kepler’s Ku-band high-throughput nanosatellite

Tel antenna systems are both fully capable
of tracking LEO satellites both on land and
at sea.
Kepler and Cobham successfully
deployed a field trial recently of two augmented Sea Tel antennas aboard the
Polarstern research vessel. Currently, the
system is undergoing trials in the central
Arctic well beyond the range of traditional
geostationary satellites and has demonstrated up to 40 Mbps downlink and 120
Mbps uplink.
“Kepler’s creative approach is unique for
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our industry,” said Matt Galston, sr. director
global market strategy & development,
Cobham SATCOM. “By starting with a
small number of satellites in operation, they
are able to focus more directly on solving
problems for the end-user. Our collaboration demonstrates how some solutions come
through partnerships, new commercial
models, and a shared goal of delighting end
users while being able to scale that delight
to many more in the future. It’s exciting to
be a part of this journey, and we are confident Kepler’s future is very bright.”
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Customising the digitalisation process
is key to success, says IEC COO
“One size doesn’t always fit all, especially when it comes to the digitalisation of a ship. Digitalisation can, and should, be
customised to meet the needs of individual companies and vessels,” says Dominique Audion, COO, IEC Telecom Group.

M

aritime digitalisation is
growing in demand as flexible virtual environments
and reduced costs drive
operations. “Nowadays, a vessel may perform as a remote office,” Mr. Audion
explained. “Each ship has its own requirements for digitalisation that are influenced
by its activities, size, type, cargo, fuel,
engine, configuration, monitoring, and
managing systems. Taking an individual
approach is, therefore, the best way to succeed with the digitalisation process.”
According to the State of the CIO, 40 per
cent of all technology spending goes to
digital transformations, which are being
driven by operational efficiencies that are
achieved through connectivity. A parallel
trend is being observed in the maritime
industry, where connectivity is crucial to
operations and remote vessel management. As per NSR’s report on the maritime
satellite market, equipment manufacturers, fishing, and leisure markets can expect
$42 billion in retail revenue between 2018
and 2028 as a direct result of satellite com-

munications and connectivity technologies
with VSAT-enabled and digitalised vessels
growing from 20,000 in 2018 to over 75,000
by 2028. Furthermore, a report on marine
trends by Lloyd’s Register reflects that 10
per cent of new ship building is expected
to be smart ships, and maritime in-service
units are expected to double in 15 years.
The shipping industry is still adapting
to the digital age and there is a level of
trepidation in some sectors. However, as a
company’s requirements evolve, remotely
accessible digital communication systems
are easily keeping pace. This has helped to
build trust in the digitalisation process,
proven to reduce costs and simplify logistics, and enabled efficient remote updates
instead of having to bring a vessel into
port. The ground-breaking OneGate solution by IEC Telecom is a good example of
such a set up. IEC Telecom’s technology
enables operators to manage critical vessel
functions and crew communication
requirements separately via a remotely
accessible dashboard, incorporating cutting-edge cybersecurity and a robust back-

OFW Ships connects to Marlink’s
multi-band connectivity solution
which ensures seamless global coverage
and connectivity in all maritime conditions.
The service comes with a Committed
French shipping company ‘Ocean Fresh Information Rate (CIR) establishing a bandWater’ (OFW) ships has selected Marlink width guarantee to ensure enough throughto provide its multi-band connectivity put is available for critical applications used
solution, combining high-throughput glob- for operations and safety. Network control
al VSAT with an L-band back-up for con- and crew account management will be handled by Marlink’s XChange communication
nectivity redundancy.
The adoption of Marlink’s multi-band management platform.
“Reliable, top-quality connectivity is
connectivity will help OFW Ships to provide seamless crew connectivity and allow vital for us if we are to carry out our opercrew to use their own devices onboard. ations as safely and effectively as possiOFW expects to achieve greater opera- ble,” said Régis Revilliod, CEO & shipowntional efficiency by operating in a more sat- er, OFW Ships. “A well-equipped, wellcom-enabled digital maritime environment informed and happy crew is also an effiand by adapting new applications for cient crew. Teaming up with Marlink will
enhance our working life and help us to
smarter decisions and onboard safety.
OFW’s contract with Marlink is based on serve our clients in the digital world we
the multi-band combination of global Ku- live and work within.”
“OFW Ships' environmentally responsiband Sealink VSAT with L-band back-up,
ble mission is a very
timely and intelligent
solution to an urgent
global problem,” stated
Tore Morten Olsen, president maritime, Marlink.
“It is very exciting for us
to support this project by
a true green shipping
company that is making
such an important contribution to creating a
Marlink’s multi-band connectivity will help OFW Ships to
more sustainable model
provide seamless crew connectivity and allow crew to use their for the future, with our
own devices onboard
connectivity solutions.”
www.ofwships.com
www.marlink.com

up provision.
Mr. Audion added, “Even if there is
some natural conservatism on cost, the
maritime sector is discovering that
embracing digital installation can reap
many benefits. Today it is possible to
enable digitalisation within a controlled
budget and vessel operators are finding
that their digital vessels are more costeffective due to increased operational efficiency. By investing in digitalisation, ultimately vessel owners save on their future
bills.” Recent analysis by Accenture on the
experience of digital value chains reflects
that a digitally-reinvented shipbuilder can
reduce operating costs by up to 20 per cent
in five years while increasing revenue by
up to 15 per cent.
France is at the forefront of the drive
towards digitalisation. With the French
Government and Cisco jointly instituting
programs supported by a $100 million
investment to transform France into a digital republic, and the EIB and French
Société Générale dedicating €150 million
towards the digital conversion and mod-

Dominique Audion, group COO Middle East
& Asia, IEC Telecom Group is a firm
believer that an individual process for each
ship is required to maximise the benefits
of digitalisation.
ernisation of existing ships and shipbuilding projects, the country’s GDP is expected to be boosted by one to two per cent
overall.
DS

Intellian’s NX-series systems receive
IntelsatOne Flex certification
www.intelliantech.com
www.intelsat.com
Intellian has announced the successful certification by Intelsat of the Intellian NX
series products, with both the v85NX and
v100NX endorsed for use with the
IntelsatOne Flex service.
IntelsatOne Flex is a customisable service with a guaranteed Service Level
Agreement (SLA), offering tiered, flexible
plans which prioritise bandwidth across
different satellite beams to meet demand.
This avoids any requirement for customers
to buy dedicated bandwidth scaled for
peak usage or specific regions, thus keeping costs down. Flex easily adapts to serve
new geographic or fleet additions, while
still providing a predictable cost structure
that is directly matched to revenue-generating activities.
Flex is facilitated through a simplified,
unified global network environment
formed by aggregating Intelsat’s new
EpicNG high-throughput satellites (HTS),
existing Ku-band fleet and IntelsatOne terrestrial fibre networks, managed through
an HTS-optimised iDirect Velocity platform to provide seamless connectivity to
the customer.
Intellian’s v85NX and v100NX antennas
offer high performance on all satellite networks through their future-proof design. To
reduce installation time and costs for maritime customers, all NX series products are
lighter and feature a single cable. In addi-
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Intellian's v85NX (pictured) and v100NX
antennas have been endorsed for use with
the IntelsatOne Flex service.
tion, the new AptusNX software includes a
commissioning wizard for simplicity and
provides remote maintenance capabilities.
This focus on streamlining and
automating parts of the installation delivers cost efficiencies and improves system
performance. The NX platform’s modular
concept contains fewer components,
removing the need for spares by up to 40
per cent, delivering savings to customers
and increasing reliability.
“Intellian’s NX antennas have been
designed to support next-generation satellite services and are the perfect choice for
the IntelsatOne Flex service. Intelsat’s
innovative approach to service provision
reflects our focus on ease of installation
and adaptability to different bands and
orbits, which we believe is essential to
facilitate the global industry,” said Eric
Sung, CEO of Intellian.
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Digital trends in shipping:
interview with KVH CEO
The shipping industry is transitioning to a new digital era and advanced technologies and solutions are emerging to help
the industry tackle some of the most pressing challenges. Digital Ship asked CEO of KVH Martin Kits van Heyningen
for his take on how some of the key digital trends are shaping shipping today.
DS: Some of the most talked about digital
trends in the maritime industry include
IoT, artificial intelligence, digital twins,
cloud computing, blockchain, robotics,
automation, unmanned vehicles, 3D
printing, VR, cybersecurity. Which trends
do you believe we are most likely to see
having the biggest impact on shipping in
2020, and why?
MKvH: By far the biggest impact in the short
term is the coming IoT revolution. The ability to do things like digital twins, fuel consumption improvements, improved automation, and remote maintenance and troubleshooting are going to revolutionise shipping. The reason for this is money. Shipping
is a competitive industry and margins are
thin. These upcoming IoT tools will enable
companies to save money. Other items
involve spending more money. More regulations, cybersecurity are all burdens that
must be addressed, but only IoT is going to
actually put money on the bottom line.
DS: How do you see disruptive digital
technologies affecting the demand and
use of maritime satellite connectivity in
2020? And how will the availability of
maritime satcoms influence investment
into these digital technologies?
MKvH: Almost everything companies do
today requires connectivity. On shore,
companies use cloud storage, software as a
service, and other modern tools without
even thinking about it. In order to do any
of that onboard, you need great connectivity. By investing in satcom, or using connectivity as a service, shipping companies
are enabling all these other modern tools.
DS: Do you believe that as a result of

shipping’s digital transformation, attitudes towards increased data availability
are changing?
MKvH: Not yet, but I do believe that is
going to happen. Companies still treat
non-proprietary data as confidential.
Performance data, local weather, publicly
available vessel tracking information
should be common and able to be mined
by the industry. All have a vested interest
in meeting emission regulations, so being
able to see trends in the industry would be
very helpful to all.
DS: We are starting to see more of an equal
split between connectivity used for maritime operations and connectivity used for
crew welfare. Would you say that you
have seen a shift in the use of onboard
connectivity for crew versus operations?
Do you see this as a growing trend?
MKvH: Initially, satellite internet was only
for operations. The cost of satellite data
was so horribly expensive that owners and
operators developed elaborate tools to
avoid using it and to compress data and
disable modern applications. That’s
changed. Now, operations is freely using
data to run the ship. Crew welfare started
out as an emailed pdf newspaper that was
printed onboard and circulated. Now the
majority of crew have some access to the
internet and there are new exciting entertainment packages that offer TV shows,
Hollywood and local language movies,
news tv from home, podcasts, and even
karaoke. The crew welfare component has
been the largest and fastest change primarily because it can now be delivered economically without using any of the ship’s
internet allocations.

DS: The industry has seen a fair few consolidations in recent years. Do you think
this is something we can expect to see
more of in 2020?
MKvH: Almost every industry tends to
consolidate around 2 or 3 large players. We
recently shipped our 10,000th VSAT terminal so we have an unusually large market
share and that gives us good visibility into
what’s happening in the market. I do think
that we will continue to see consolidation
because there are many players today that
are simply reselling hardware or service or
both. I think that primary producers of the
equipment and the network will continue
to squeeze out the marginal players who
are essentially just middlemen and don’t
add any value.
DS: The increase in maritime connectivity is changing the pace at which shipping
companies operate. How is KVH keeping
up with this pace?
MKvH: We launched our first VSAT global network in 2007. In 2018 we launched
our second network that was based on new
high throughput satellites (HTS). We currently offer 20 Mbps data speeds, which is
orders of magnitude faster than what ships
had just a few years ago. It’s hard to
believe but there are still tens of thousands
of ships whose connection speeds are
based in kilobits per second, not megabits
per second! Those legacy L-band customers are facing a tremendous digital
divide and they need to upgrade in order
to stay competitive. End customers can
track the progress of their pizza delivery
better than a business can track their million dollar containerised freight. That
needs to change.

“By far the biggest impact in the short term is the coming IoT revolution,” says Mr Kits van Heyningen
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Martin Kits van Heyningen, chairman,
president & CEO, KVH Industries
DS: On the theme of pace, it has been noted
in the maritime industry that technology
innovation tends to race ahead of regulation. In your opinion, how can we balance
the rate of innovation with regulation?
MKvH: In most industries, regulation
tends to follow innovation. I’m not sure
that’s true in maritime. It’s an unusually
regulated industry, second only probably
to the airlines. The IMO is a large deliberate organisation that takes a long time.
Look how long it took Iridium to get
GMDSS approval!
DS: Earlier this year, you announced an
IoT pilot project with Kongsberg. Do you
have any other similar projects in the
pipeline?
MKvH: Yes, we have a number underway.
What is exciting about this initiative is that
our IoT platform does not compete with
any of the hundreds of companies that are
innovating data-intensive solutions for
maritime customers. We enable them. So if
you have the world’s best algorithm to
reduce fuel consumption on a vessel, you
can’t implement it if you can’t get the data
from the ships. With our Watch IoT offering, we will put the VSAT on the ship and
transmit the data directly to the cloud. You
can then pull the data from the shoreside
cloud and do your magic and sell that
value back to your customers. We make
that system available to all manufacturers
of equipment onboard and each of them
has their own, proprietary, cybersecure
data delivered directly to them. It also gives
manufacturers the ability to remotely interact with the vessel if requested by the ship.
They can do live video calls and use “see
what I see” tools to help do remote maintenance. They can even interact directly with
their own equipment digitally. So, there are
a lot of exciting applications and yes, we
DS
have many projects in the pipeline.
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Νavarino launches Prodigy
and Spectrum connectivity service
On Thursday November 7, Navarino hosted a customer event at the Stavros Niarchos Foundation Centre,
launching its brand-new Prodigy and Spectrum connectivity services.

W

ith over 100 guests from all
parts of the shipping world,
as well as a special guest
speaker, Ash Dykes who
trekked the Yangtze River in a year, the
new connectivity services were introduced
with their benefits and Navarino’s forward-thinking culture on show.
So, what is Prodigy? In association with
Intelsat, Iridium, and Intellian, Prodigy is a
brand-new concept in connectivity,
designed to make shipping life easier
through being a fully managed service. As
shipping is becoming ever more like the
typical office, having a system that evolves
with your connectivity-related needs is
highly significant. Prodigy does just that –
it evolves with your applications to enable
dynamic bandwidth allocation. The hybrid
Ku and L-band service is supported by
smarter infrastructure which ensures
hyper-efficient distribution of bandwidth
to vessels.
The new service comes in three separate packages, designed to suit the varying
and dynamic needs of ships. But all of the
packages offer benefits that welcome this
next stage of connectivity. For Prodigy,
these benefits offer primary and back-up
communication at one fixed monthly fee,
with flexible monthly subscriptions at

competitive pricing.
One of the biggest talking points at the
event was the unique benefits that could
impact your shipping operations, and
pointedly change the game in connectivity.
Prodigy provides true redundancy, with
no single point of failure. This is through a
continuous connectivity via a dual satellite
constellation system, with Intelsat and
Iridium being independent networks.
Furthermore, Navarino have banded
together the fastest satellites in the market;
with Intelsat having more High
Throughput Satellites than any other
provider, and Iridium Certus being the
fastest L-band available. What’s more is
that the service would be fully and entirely managed by Navarino themselves with
the latest technology infrastructure. This
includes the most advanced bandwidth
optimization solution, designed and developed by Navarino, Infinity.
With shipping continuously thriving,
and new routes needed in order to cope
with increasing capacity, 100 per cent of
global coverage is highly important. This is
done through Iridium Certus, as well as
Intelsat offering network-wide Ku-band
coverage, as seen below.
This new service, like its name, represents the culture of the company in which

Navarino launched the Prodigy and Spectrum connectivity service at
a customer event at the Stavros Niarchos Foundation Centre late last year
it was made. That is, being adventurous
leaders in the maritime technology market.
Special guest speaker, Ash Dykes, also represents this culture. Dykes spent one-year
trekking across the Yangtze river in China,
sponsored by Navarino. His adventures
were precarious yet enlightening to what
the world beholds and his speech offered
thought-provoking material which guests

responded well to.
Navarino want to continue to progress
connectivity to the next level and challenge
a traditionally staid industry. Prodigy
allows customers to undertake tasks in
new and better ways, and ultimately work
faster and more reliably than previously
allowed. Prodigy is about empowerment
and empowering you to do more.
DS

Iridium receives formal authorisation to provide GMDSS service
www.iridium.com
Iridium Communications has announced
that a Letter of Compliance was signed by
the
International
Mobile
Satellite
Organization (IMSO), stating it has positively verified the operational and technical requirements as requested by the
Maritime Safety Committee (MSC) of the
International Maritime Organization
(IMO) for Iridium to provide Global
Maritime Distress and Safety System
(GMDSS) service.
The Letter of Compliance was formally
presented to Iridium CEO Matt Desch by
the director general of IMSO, Captain
Moin Ahmed, during a ceremony at
Iridium's headquarters on the morning of
January 13, 2020. The issuance of the letter
formally authorises Iridium to now provide satellite GMDSS service, bringing
truly global coverage and a choice of both
network and equipment to this critical
emergency service for the first time.
GMDSS is a safety of life system that
helps rescue mariners in emergency situations while at sea. IMSO serves as regulator for the system, which is partially comprised of satellite networks that transmit
distress information to rescue coordination
centres around the world, in addition to
the dissemination of navigational and

meteorological data to vessels at sea.
"This is a historic moment for public
safety in the maritime community globally.
The addition of new providers, such as
Iridium, for GMDSS services can help to
create safer seas for all mariners," said
Captain Moin Ahmed, director general of
IMSO.
"Since the inception of GMDSS by the
IMO in 1999, a new mobile satellite system,
the Iridium network, has now completed a
thorough evaluation to become a recognised mobile satellite system in the
GMDSS. Recognition of Iridium marks the
start of a new era in GMDSS and enhances
the integrity and global coverage of safety
services for seafarers across the world,
including in the polar regions. The evaluation of Iridium took more than four years,
and at various stages the Company successfully demonstrated its capability to comply
with the requirements for satellite communication services for maritime safety.
"I am pleased to issue Iridium the 'Letter
of Compliance' that officially makes the
company the second recognised mobile
satellite system in the GMDSS. My organisation and I take this opportunity to congratulate Iridium management and everyone in the company for their commitment
and contribution to the safety of mariners
and their passengers at sea. We look for-

ward to continuing to work with Iridium."
Iridium's GMDSS service is bringing
many new capabilities to the maritime
industry, including extending this critical
service to the growing number of ships in
the waters of the Arctic and Antarctica,
otherwise known as Sea Area A4. The
new Iridium GMDSS terminals will combine the key three GMDSS services - distress alert, distress voice and Maritime
Safety Information – all in one truly global compact terminal. These terminals can
provide both normal and emergency communications, including Ship Security
Alert System (SSAS), Anti-Piracy/Citadel
Communications,
and
Long-Range
Identification and Tracking (LRIT).
The services will be provided in a costeffective way, making the terminals more
affordable for all sizes of vessels, including
those that are not required to be GMDSS
equipped, such as smaller fishing boats
and yachts, but want to take advantage of
this invaluable service.
"This is a monumental achievement for
Iridium, and one that took years of hard
work and dedication. The maritime industry is recognising that our network possesses the unique ability to make GMDSS
an even more robust system and extend its
coverage to the entire planet," said Iridium
CEO, Matt Desch. "We are dedicated to
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Iridium CEO Matt Desch receives the
Letter of Compliance for Iridium to provide
GMDSS services from Captain Moin
Ahmed, director general of the
International Mobile Satellite Organization
keep finding innovative new ways to facilitate safer marine travel."
Iridium formally began the process to
become a recognised GMDSS satellite service provider in 2013, with recognition of
the Iridium network meeting all criteria
required by the IMO's MSC in May of 2018.
Iridium now continues to work with its
partners around the world towards rolling
out its truly global GMDSS service
throughout the first half of 2020.
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Seafarers happier with onboard connectivity
but less satisfied overall, finds latest report
Seafarer happiness continues to fluctuate and while better connectivity at sea is providing seafarers with greater
communication to home, increasing workload stress related to IMO 2020, limited access to welfare facilities ashore,
and racism at sea are proving detrimental to seafarer wellbeing.

T

he Seafarers Happiness Index
report, published by The Mission to Seafarers, measures the
experiences of more than 2,000
seafarers across the global maritime industry today. The Index, undertaken in association with P&I insurer the Shipowners’
Club, asks seafarers to share their feelings
on a scale from 0-10 across a range of areas
including general happiness, workload,
training, crew interaction, wages, shore
leave, welfare facilities, the quality of food
onboard, access to health & wellness facilities, and contact with family.

Overall happiness –
6.13/10
The Q4 2019 Index found that overall seafarer happiness fell in the last quarter,
dropping from 6.59 to 6.13 out of 10 compared with the last quarter. According to
the report, this was perhaps expected due
to the arrival of the festive season, which
can take its toll emotionally for seafarers
and was highlighted by respondents.

Workload – 5.59/10
Seafarers’ happiness with their workload
fell from 6.16 to 5.59 this quarter. This has
historically been a problem for seafarers
with heavy workload, poor management,
lack of resources, inadequate support and
the demands of external agencies all cited
as difficulties the seafarers face. In the
report, one seafarer’s quote is highlighted,
“A lot of my workload is time consuming
fulfilling the requirements of vetting and
does not contribute to the vessels operation. It will never be looked at by anyone
other than myself”. According the report,
this was mirrored in many responses.

Contact with family –
6.96/10
Seafarers reported a general increase in
satisfaction with communication to home,
with a rise from 6.82 last quarter to 6.96
this quarter. While this is usually an area
of dissatisfaction for seafarers, the latest
Index found that, “communication facilities have greatly improved over time”,
although there is still huge scope for
improvement. One respondent said,
“companies should realise that people are
at peace when they are in regular touch
with their families. A happy ship is a
safe ship!”
The latest survey found that crew that
have quality, low cost access to the internet
and good communication with their families are much happier than those who do
not. Crew are also increasingly demanding
high-quality connectivity and are not willing to put up with a lack of it. According to
the report, seafarers now see connectivity
as a “necessity” and reportedly, when

access improves, seafarers will be less likely to leave their careers at sea.

to enjoy the benefits of shore-based welfare
facilities whilst in ports and terminals.

Training – 6.38/10

Onboard food – 6.23/10

Seafarers were asked about how happy
they were with the training they received.
According to The Mission to Seafarers,
those who respond are usually either very
pleased with the training and the opportunities they receive, or they are very dissatisfied. This time round was no different.
Many respondents felt pleased with the
support from their companies and their
ability to advance their careers, however,
some were critical of the training being
given with one seafarer citing it as, “a tickbox service for shipping companies”. The
report found that while seafarers are very
happy to learn, they do not want it to be
boring or feel irrelevant, to eat into their
rest time at sea or their leave at home, and
they want it to mean something.

Satisfaction with onboard food dropped
from 6.77 to 6.23 this quarter. Crew spoke
of a range of issues relating to the quality
of food onboard, including low budgets
and low quality food. The report states
that, ‘seafarers also spoke of a starch and
meat heavy diet. They claimed that they
often felt lethargic after meals, and that
the quality of the food did not usually
match what they would eat or prepare
back at home.’

Onboard interaction
with crew – 6.67
Typically, seafarers have reported a good
social aspect onboard but comments from
seafarers indicate that more focus from their
companies on the upkeep of relationships
onboard would improve results here. A
drop in score this quarter was found to be
related to the issue of racism and the lack of
support in dealing with this problem.
This is an area of concern which has
been mirrored in earlier reports of sexism.
The report states that the industry, ‘has a
responsibility to recognise these concerns
and respond to the calls for an independent complaint line or procedure to support seafarers.’

Wages/salary – 6.09/10
The reports states that, ‘seafarers feel an
immense sense of pride that they are able
to provide for their families. They work
tirelessly in very challenging conditions to
ensure their families have all they need,
from homes, to food and education.’ This
means that wages can have a significant
impact on overall happiness and unfortunately the score for this quarter has
dropped from 6.57 last quarter.

Shore leave – 5.59/10
The happiness score for shore leave has
dropped from 6.16 last quarter to 5.59.
Responses regarding shore leave show that
seafarers are not being able to reap the benefits of welfare facilities ashore, which in
turn hugely impacts their wellbeing.
Seafarers have previously felt that ‘shore
leave is dead’ which was a feeling reiterated during the research for this quarter.
According to the report, there needs to be
an industry-wide drive to ensure correct
visas are acquired so that seafarers are able

Health and fitness
onboard – 6.41/10
The figure relating to seafarers’ ability to
keep themselves fit and healthy dropped
from 6.84 to 6.41 this quarter. Seafarers
encouraged to take part in physical activity were found to be the happiest while
those did not have access to facilities or
time to exercise were less happy.

Onshore welfare facilities
– 5.28/10
When asked about
the
access
to
onshore
welfare
facilities, seafarers
reported a difficulty
in being able to
physically
get
onshore due to limited shore leave.
This partly caused
the Index figure to
drop from 6.05 last
quarter.
Access
seemed to be the
main issue as once
seafarers were able
to get onshore, they
were complimentary about the people
and services there to
help them.
“After our two
previous reports, it
is a very positive
sign to see that the
levels of happiness
among seafarers in
the Cruise sector
continue to rise to
7/10, from 5.3 in
the second quarter
and 6.3 in the third
quarter of 2019. It is
also great to hear of
the pride seafarers
feel when providing for their families and communi-
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ties. There is a sense of sacrifice, but where
that translates into tangible positives for
the families, seafarers are happier in their
role,” said Steven Jones, founder of the
Seafarers Happiness Index.
“We hope some of the insight we provide through the Happiness Index has contributed to this improvement in seafarers’
sentiments about life at sea, although there
is no room for complacency. Indeed, we
are concerned to hear instances of racism
at sea being raised by respondents and
encourage all ship owners and managers
to ensure everything possible is being done
to address this issue.”
Wallem Group will partner with The
Mission to Seafarers in 2020. Frank Coles,
chief executive officer, Wallem Group,
said: “Wallem is focused on quality ship
management and this means quality crew,
and quality crew should be happy.
Wallem has a priority on seafarers’ conditions and mental health. This survey is a
great way to get a proper sample of
actual seafarers’ views on life at sea and
what can be improved. Hopefully we can
then use this to improve the lives of all
DS
seafarers.

The latest Seafarers Happiness Index report found that seafarers
are generally happier with the onboard internet connectivity they
are provided with, but issues such as racism and lack of access to
onshore welfare centres is detrimental to overall happiness at sea.
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Thuraya MarineStar boasts successful
first few months in operation
Since launching last November, Thuraya’s new terminal, MarineStar has experienced overwhelming success with demand
superseding Thuraya’s expectations. In this article, Digital Ship takes a closer look at the capabilities of the new solution.

L

aunched at the end of 2019, Thuraya’s most affordable maritime
satellite voice solution with
tracking and monitoring capabilities is already proving successful in
today’s competitive market.
Known as MarineStar, Thuraya’s latest
solution blends robust design with
unprecedented
functionality
and
unmatched levels of value to provide
ﬂawless voice communications with tracking and monitoring over Thuraya’s satellite network, covering the world’s busiest
sea routes and ﬁshing hotspots.
The solution has already undergone
several installations and trials with key
customers and according to Thuraya, the
feedback has been very positive.
MarineStar has been designed with two
key ideas in mind: the first is to deliver
communication, and the second, to provide compliance with the regulation for
fish catch reporting, which is mandatory

and beneficial to all vessel operators in the
fisheries sector. According to Thuraya, the
more you report your catch, the better
chance you will have to export your goods
at much higher rates.
In terms of logistics, MarineStar is making it simple and straightforward for its
users to manage data and information. The
solution is connected to various sensors
and relevant data is transmitted to the system periodically, enabling users to manage
the logistics of its operations more efficiently. In some cases, the terminal could
be linked to temperature, speed and various other parameters.
Thuraya reports that its MarineStar is
backed by genuine insights, mainly from the
fishery market. As well as enabling tracking
and monitoring, it is highly affordable for
the fishery community who operate on a
limited budget and need a reliable satellite
solution. In Asia today, there is a lot of regulation around illegal fishing, and the
Government is
trying to curb
unlawful activities.
Thuraya

MarineStar activates geo-fencing, besides
various other features that can be downloaded on physical interfaces by regulators
or fishery associations, depending on the
unique requirements of users. Thuraya provides these companies or organisations with
all regulatory norms related to transmission,
helping them to comply.
Additional special opportunities for
MarineStar users, particularly fishermen,
include the ability to be connected throughout a voyage using the same mobile number as is used on land, even outside on the
coast. According to Thuraya, it is the only
company in the world that offers this
unique possibility. The Thuraya network
enables an individual to roam with their
local number, remaining within reach at
sea while catching fish, doing other activities or simply when traveling from one
region to another. This enables the individual to be connected by others on the same
number and allows the person at sea to
connect with friends, business partners or
whomever using the same number, adding
another layer of simplicity.
In terms of cost, MarineStar is competi-

tively priced. Users have the ﬂexibility to
select from a wide range of plans and bundles tailored for the application of their
choice, which could be stand-alone voice,
stand-alone tracking and monitoring - with
or without an application, or a combination of both. There are no long-term contracts, no hidden fees and no early termination fees.
According to Thuraya, the success of its
new solution is a result of reliable and
quality manufacturing, which it believes is
a key differentiator to enter the maritime
market. The backbone of Thuraya
MarineStar is based on Thuraya’s success
stories, spanning more than two decades
in the mobile voice communications industry. To date, the company has sold in
excess of 1 million voice units.
Thuraya plans to expand the development and roll-out of MarineStar in a market it sees as, “indisputably huge.”
Thousands of maritime vessels are looking
for a simple, affordable, effective and
robust terminal for daily fishing operations
and Thuraya believes its latest solution
meets all of these needs.
DS

Standout features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
MarineStar blends robust design with unprecedented functionality
and unmatched levels of value to provide ﬂawless voice
communications with tracking and monitoring

•

Quick and easy to install
Circuit-switched voice
Fish catch reporting capability
Advanced 2-way vessel tracking with
application and monitoring
OTA (over-the-air) programming
capability
Versatile interface functions
Geofencing capability
Radio silence capability
SOS alert
Push notiﬁcations for weather, news and
other alerts
Languages: English, Chinese, Vietnamese,
Japanese, French, Arabic, Bahasa,
Tagalog, Turkish
Tracking application as a service

Thuraya MarineStar terminal

4G/LTE - shipznet MC 300 goes prepaid
www.shipz.net
Mobile broadband connectivity solution
provider shipznet has launched a new service to offer customers the option to use
their own SIM cards with an additional
independent and flexible prepaid service
when required, without a long-term contract or unpredictable costs.
shipznet MC 300 extends satellite connectivity as an on-demand back-up in case
of a failure, blockage or country-wide
restrictions. The new service offers customers like shipping companies or mega
yachts the greatest possible flexibility in
ship to shore communication.
The MC 300 hardware (radome antenna

and router) works up to 60km offshore,
allows speeds up to 300 Mbit/sec and has
6 SIM slots, that can be used with own SIM
cards. In case new or temporary routes
occur unexpectedly to countries, which are
not covered or blacklisted by own SIM
cards, the new shipznet MC 300 prepaid
service comes into play.
Data packages based on countries of
choice enables new standards of communication without any contract. If SIM cards
are expired, purchase of SIM cards for the
current country can be difficult.
shipznetMC 300 is available if a SIM is
blocked, stolen or lost or when data tariffs
are used up.
Booking extra data packages in the

desired areas according to requirements is
easy according to shipznet. The data volume, the necessary countries and pay per
use just need to be selected. With shipznet
MC 300 there is no need to seek for local
prepaid card providers.
For merchant vessels or mega yachts
that rarely enter other destinations outside
of a SIM card’s zone, the new shipznet MC
300 solution is especially suitable and 4G
near-shore communication becomes flexible and has a very attractive price/performance ratio.
The shipznet support package SP 12
also provides an add-on to the new
shipznet MC 300. It extends the standard
warranty period of one year by another 12
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months. It also includes trouble shooting of
quirky SIM cards or problems with operator settings. Furthermore, it enables
hotspot functionality, free firmware
updates and usage of shipznet web services (dashboard, device list, bandwidth
monitoring, data usage).
Key features of shipznet MC 300 include:
• shipznet MC 300 4G/LTE connectivity
comes with active antenna
• Insert up to 6 SIM cards for frequently
visited countries
• Choose any shipznet data packages for
short-term, spontaneous use
• Let mobile network connectivity
problems be solved by our experts
• Enjoy the freedom of choice.
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INTEGRA Services from AST, the smartest
way to manage onboard communications
Applied Satellite Technology (AST) is a trusted global provider of end-to-end remote communications solutions.

A

ST has over 25 years of experience in delivering satellite services and developing marketleading solutions and is leading the way in creating unique and dedicated solutions for the maritime industry.
From vessel monitoring solutions to traffic
management platforms, the services are
designed to give the user greater connectivity and control over satellite networks.
Understanding shipowners’ challenges
has been key to developing its flagship
solution, INTEGRA Control, which provides vessel owners with the ability to control and manage the data usage onboard
and shoreside. AST group managing
director, Gregory Darling commented:
“Working closely with our customers provides us with valuable insight into their
operational needs and allows us to develop powerful solutions designed to increase
efficiency and enhance crew welfare whilst
saving costs”.
Running VSAT over AST’s intelligent
global IP network gives vessels the full
benefits of INTEGRA, including INTEGRA
Control, which provide complete real-time
visibility of network traffic and the ability
to limit or block usage at the application
level. A very common problem facing
many vessel owners is how to manage the
available bandwidth and prioritise busi-

ness critical communications while still
allowing the crew/workers/occupants
access to the internet.
INTEGRA gives an instant overview of
traffic by application and management of
bandwidth by limiting or blocking usage at
the application level, allowing customers
to accurately and automatically monitor
usage and receive alerts if any thresholds
are crossed. Users are also able to gain
access via AST’s multi-function online
management
portal,
My
AST
Portal where they can manage all their
AST connections and services from anywhere in the world via laptop, smartphone
or tablet.
Continuously creating new and innovative solutions AST has announced the
launch of its all-inclusive Iridium Certus
“Optima Package” which offers flexibility
and capability for users who require
dependable global connectivity without
the barrier of upfront capital investment.
The Optima package is designed to enable
users to adopt the Iridium Certus service,
the fastest L-Band data speeds and global
coverage, and benefit from brand new
hardware. The Optima package offers
more than the Iridium Certus service, it
also includes INTEGRA Control and IRIS,
AST’s award-winning remote monitoring
and tracking solution, as well as access to

AST’s INTEGRA Control allows real-time application control for traffic initiated from
the satellite terminal at the point it reaches AST’s ground-based INTEGRA Network.
Image courtesy of AST
its highly experienced 24/7 manned
Global Customer Support Team.
Gregory Darling, said: “A little over a
year ago, AST made the first commercial
call over the Iridium Certus network and
since then we have successfully activated
hundreds of services for customers around
the world. With the launch of our unique
Optima package and with Iridium Certus

due to become the fastest L-Band service
ever available, we believe that many more
customers will be in a position to adopt
Iridium Certus as their service of choice.”
The AST Group will be exhibiting at
Asia Pacific Maritime (APM), 18-20 March
2020. To learn more about their exclusive
communication solutions, visit their expert
team on Stand F-B31.
DS

nauticAi becomes latest Inmarsat Fleet Data application provider
from onboard sensors, pre-processes that
data, and uploads it to a central cloudbased database, equipped with a dashFinnish start-up nauticAi has signed an board and an Application Programming
agreement with Inmarsat to join the grow- Interface (API).
nauticAi will use the Fleet Data API to
ing group of certified application
providers to deliver a dedicated applica- provide its Bridge Operations Quality
Assurance BOQA-solution – a methodolotion for Inmarsat’s Fleet Data service.
Developed by Inmarsat and Danelec gy adopted from the flight industry – as a
Marine, and made commercially available simple way to proactively utilise VDR data
earlier this year, Fleet Data collects data and to automate and standardise
Operational
Q u a l i t y
Assurance across
fleets of ships.
“Working
with Fleet Data is
great, since it
removes the hassle of visiting
ships and building
expensive
interfaces to the
Voyage
Data
Recorder (VDR)
and other ship
systems. For us
this is a true
enabler and we
can leverage our
nauticAi BOQA principle
own expertise in
www.nauticai.com
www.inmarsat.com

creating highly visual and affordable analytic solutions in the cloud. For our customers it is even better, since it means that
they can now easily and securely implement BOQA in their own operations with a
simple and modest monthly subscription,”
said Capt. Henrik Ramm-Schmidt, CEO
and founder of nauticAi
The
BOQA-methodology
(Bridge
Operations Quality Assurance) is inspired
by its equivalent in the flight industry, and
it was first introduced to maritime operations by the large cruise liners Royal
Caribbean and Carnival several years ago.
The need was to have a safety-solution
which can provide a 24/7 continuous monitoring of sensor data and alarms, and to
raise alerts if defined operational limits
were deviated from. BOQA is also a way to
proactively use the ships’ VDR data, as
outlined by the Oil Companies
International Marine Forum (OCIMF) in
2013.
BOQA is an automated event tracker,
which uses various rules and artificial
intelligence techniques to detect anomalies
and deviations in operational behaviour.
Some of the key event types include route
plan deviations, heavy weather, heavy
motions, sudden stops at sea, under keel
clearance, excessive rudder movement,
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black-outs and crash stops. New event
types, such as close encounter detection,
minimum CPA and TSS-violations are constantly in development.
“We are delighted to be working with
an innovative start-up such as nauticAi,”
said Marco Cristoforo Camporeale, head of
digital solutions, Inmarsat Maritime.
“Safety at sea is part of our DNA and this
partnership will help standardise the data
collection of safety operational data and
ultimately reduce incidents at sea and
make ships safer.
“It will allow ship operators and
managers to implement their own BOQA
systems, through the nauticAi application
on Fleet Data and via a secure platform
that is fully scalable, fleet-wide and now
commercially available on both Fleet
Xpress and FleetBroadband,” added Mr
Camporeale.
Using Fleet Data API, nauticAi will
introduce ship performance and VDR
alarms into the BOQA. This allows for
new types of intelligent monitoring,
including for example Charter party-compliance checks and alarm data trend analysis across a large fleet of ships. The goal
with BOQA is to improve operational
quality, increase safety and reduce fuel
consumption.
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Enabling Global
Connectivity

SMART SOLUTIONS DESIGNED
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CYBERSECURITY

Naval Dome called on to protect Israeli port from cyber attack
www.navaldome.com
Naval Dome has signed an agreement to
defend the Port of Ashdod’s critical
Operational Technology (OT) systems
from cybersecurity hacks.
The Port of Ashdod will start pilot trials
of the Port-Dome cyber protection on several systems in early 2020, after which the
technology will be installed across the
port’s entire network. This will include
traffic control systems (VTMS/VTS),
berths, bridges, locks and gates, terminal
cranes and storage facilities, and all access
points and gateways.
The news marks the first port reference
for Naval Dome’s cyber protection
technology.
“Port-Dome is uniquely designed for
port OT systems which, as we have seen
from past experience, are susceptible to
cyber-attack if not protected,” said Itai
Sela, CEO, Naval Dome.
“Port-Dome is the leading solution for
port and terminal operators as it provides
the highest level of cyber defence without
having to upgrade systems or change existing infrastructures. No training is required,

Cranes uploading containers at Ashdod Port. Image courtesy of Ronen Akerman
and the Port of Ashdod’s OT systems will
continue to operate in the same as they did
prior to the installation. The only difference being hackers will be unable to gain
access.”
Naval Dome will begin the retrofit security installation in Q1 2020, followed by
integrating Port-Dome into new systems

LR certifies Wärtsilä’s cybersecurity measures
www.lr.org
www.wartsila.com
Wärtsilä has been awarded Lloyd’s
Register (LR) system-level cyber certification for its network architecture relating to
Wärtsilä’s integrated main and auxiliary
machinery.
The LR’s ShipRight SAFE AL2 certification, which is with Wärtsilä’s Data
Collection Unit (WDCU), gives Approvalin-Principle (AiP) for the entire Wärtsilä
integrated system network, rather than for
any individual component. The certification is one of the first of its kind to be
awarded globally.
Wärtsilä’s Data Collection Unit, which
as part of Wärtsilä’s Data Bridge solution,
is used to gather and transfer operational
data to the cloud for remote monitoring.
Data Bridge is a data platform developed
by Wärtsilä to enable advanced analytics
that provide insight into a vessel’s performance. This in turn unlocks the potential
for enhancing even further the vessel’s
operational and technical efficiency.
The ShipRight procedure defines an
Accessibility Level (AL) for autonomous

or remote access to the system, in this case
meaning cyber access for remote or
autonomous monitoring. It particularly
takes into account digitally-enabled systems having remote access to onboard
data. Mandatory within the AiP is a cybersecurity risk assessment of the complete
onboard integrated operational system.
“This certification validates Wärtsilä’s
work in mitigating cyber security risks with
the appropriate controls in the integrated
system, when collecting and sharing operational data. This takes Wärtsilä lifecycle
offering to the next level and knowing that
these systems are cyber secure provides
customers with the assurance that they are
safe to use,” said Jonas Blomqvist, general
manager, Cybersecurity, Marine Business.
Lloyd’s Register defines ‘cyber-enabled’
systems as those systems installed onboard
ships that have traditionally been controlled by the ship’s crew, but which nowadays include the capability to be monitored,
or monitored and controlled, either remotely or autonomously with or without a crew
onboard. The level of cyber risk varies from
system to system, and mitigation actions
need to be made appropriately.

The LR certification covers Wärtsilä’s network architecture
relating to its integrated main and auxiliary machinery

and equipment in the future.
“Once Port-Dome has been installed,
the Port of Ashdod will be one of the most
secure container terminals in operation,”
added Mr Sela.
Orna Hozman Bechor, Ashdod Port's
chairwoman, commented: “With the security of the world’s ports and terminals vital

to ensuring the supply of energy, commodities and consumer goods to market,
we have partnered with Naval Dome to
ensure that should a cyber event take place
it does not affect the port’s or our customers’ operations.
"Port Dome is technological must-have
for any automated port with networkbased OT systems. Ashdod Port overcame
the red tape many governmental companies deal with and is now connected to
the worlds of innovation and technology.
I am proud to lead the first port in Israel
to have stepped up to the challenge bringing Ashdod Port to an advanced global
standard.”
Naval Dome’s vice-president, marketing, Paola Rossi, said: “The impact of a
cyber-attack cannot be underplayed. With
expanding OT-based systems and network-based technologies, alongside the
increase in systems using GPS-based location services, seaports will become increasingly susceptible to attack. If successful
hackers can paralyse the supply chain’s
central artery; shut down port operations,
damage systems, result in human casualties, and financial and reputation loss.”

ClassNK approves NYK subsidiary’s
cybersecurity management plan
www.classnk.or.jp
www.nyk.com
NYK Group subsidiary NYK LNG
Shipmanagement and its liquefied natural
gas (LNG) carrier Pacific Mimosa have
received certification from ClassNK for its
Cyber Security Management System
(CSMS). This is the first CSMS certified by
the Society.
ClassNK released its “Cyber Security
Management System for Ships” in March
2019 which provides guidance on ensuring, implementing, maintaining, and continuously improving the cybersecurity
management system of companies and
ships with the goal of safe navigation. It
includes management measures regarding

protection against cyber risks in not only
the navigation stage, but also in the construction/design stage of ships.
The CSMS certification inspection confirms information about the CSMS developed for both the company and the ship,
and assesses cybersecurity policies, risk
assessment, and more in line with the
standards established by the Society. In
this specific inspection, the CSMS of NYK
LNG Shipmanagement and Pacific
Mimosa were confirmed to be in line with
ClassNK’s standards, allowing for the
Society to issue certification.
ClassNK has confirmed it will continue
to provide cybersecurity services that
address the expanding needs of clients
and promote safe ship navigation.

First row from left, Mr. Hidetoshi Maruyama, senior managing corporate officer
and CIO, NYK Line; Mr. Atsuo Kuwabara, president, NYK LNG Shipmanagement;
Mr. Koichi Fujiwara, president & CEO, ClassNK’ Capt. Tomoyuki Koyama,
managing corporate officer, NYK Line
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The Fugro Oceanstar anti-spooﬁng feature protects your vessel
against hostile GNSS attacks. Any attempt to manipulate the
vessel’s course or position triggers an alarm to alert the crew.

To ﬁnd out more visit
fugro.com/oceanstar
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CYBERSECURITY

Naval Dome unveils new software-based cyber protection system
www.navaldome.com
To facilitate shipowner demand for an
immediate cybersecurity solution for critical systems, Naval Dome has introduced a
new software-based cyber protection that
can be easily installed on all ship, port, or
offshore OT systems, including navigational equipment, machinery control systems
and cargo handling equipment.

S-Marine Dome and S-Port Dome are
aimed at those ship, offshore energy and
terminal operators requiring instant protection without having to go through
lengthy type approval processes or can no
longer afford to wait for suppliers to
upgrade or replace critical systems.
“We have introduced the S-Model to
provide an easy-to-install, Level 2 security
solution to offer an immediate remedy

CyberOwl enters EPS accelerator programme
www.cyberowl.io
www.techstars.com
CyberOwl, a UK-based start-up specialising in protecting industrial systems from
cyber-attacks, has been selected as a
founding member of the Eastern Pacific
Shipping (EPS) accelerator powered by
Techstars, a global innovation programme
run directly by a shipping fleet operator.
Following a competitive process that
narrowed down to less than 1 per cent of
the hundreds of marine technology businesses that were identified, CyberOwl was
selected as the only cybersecurity company to enter the programme.
Increasing digitalisation and automation has required the shipping sector to
navigate the challenges of managing the
cyber risks to vessel systems. Global threat
intelligence suggests a steady increase in
threat actors particularly targeting the
maritime sector, leading to the U.S. Coast
Guard issuing a safety alert warning in
July 2019 to all shipping companies to be
vigilant to cyber risk. In addition, Royal
Caribbean Cruise Lines reports that they
are at the receiving end of an estimated
million cyber-attacks every day.
Regulators and charterers are mounting
pressure on fleet operators to improve
their vessel cyber resilience. Effectiveness
of the cyber risk controls onboard ship systems is increasingly becoming a standard
part of ship inspections, leading up to regulation by the International Maritime
Organization (IMO) requiring fleet operators to appropriately address their cyber
risks by 1 January 2021.

Through
the
programme,
the
CyberOwl team will work closely with
multiple stakeholders across EPS and
other organisations across the shipping
supply chain in Singapore, to ensure
CyberOwl’s proposition optimises the
cyber resilience of the shipping sector and
helps operators comply with impending
regulation. The programme provides
unparalleled access to the operations and
expertise of the EPS team, one of the
largest privately-owned shipping fleets
globally, who have over 60 years of experience across multiple shipping segments.
CEO of CyberOwl, Dan Ng, said:
“Cybersecurity has been a nice-to-have in
the maritime sector. This is now changing
as the risk escalates and regulation catches
up. It is clear that Eastern Pacific Shipping
recognises the criticality of improving the
cyber resilience of the systems onboard
their vessels and are spearheading the
move to raise the game across the shipping
sector. Being part of EPS Techstars is an
important first step for CyberOwl to establish our presence in the Singaporean market, one of the world’s leading maritime
clusters.”
Head of Open Innovation at EPS, Gil
Ofer, said: “As we transition into the era of
smart, connected vessels, we at EPS
believe that the risk of ‘cyber piracy’ will
only increase over time; by partnering
with CyberOwl we aim to secure ourselves and the shipping industry well in
advance. We are very excited to have them
onboard our inaugural program and look
forward to assisting them in building a
permanent presence here in Singapore.”

CyberOwl has been selected as the only cybersecurity company
to enter the Techstars programme

to the cyber problem,” said Naval Dome brand,” said Ms Rossi. “The S-Model is an
vice president, business development, Ido effective security software solution that
can be simply installed right now by the
Ben Moshe.
“While Naval Dome offers DNV GL crew or operator.”
The new solution provides complete
SL4-certified cybersecurity thorough its TMarine and T-Port Dome solutions, these prevention, detection and alert capabilities
have been developed primarily for installa- for all legacy OT and modern IoT systems,
tion by original equipment manufacturers blocking unauthorised network intrusions
(OEM). Until now, there has been little by and exe.files from running on the computway of an effective software solution with er. Only approved valid files can run on
which operators can use to immediately the computer. The S-Model features an
protect their systems. The S-Model fills effective “Endpoint” security event logger
to defend systems against Denial of Service
that void.”
Naval Dome’s vice-president, marketing, (DoS), Ransomware, Zero-day and
Paola Rossi, added: “While we of course rec- Malware attacks.
ommend installation of our
Security Level 4-certified TModel, after analysing the
market and taking onboard
customer feedback, there is
now market demand for a
lower level of security to
deliver immediate protection. The S-Model is something operators can use right
now to provide a level of
cyber protection to legacy
systems or newer systems
awaiting upgrade.”
Naval Dome’s software
solution can be installed
without changing the way
in which critical systems
function or that requires a
new type approval certificate in place.
“Compatible with classification society SL2 requirements and all PC-based OT
systems, S-Marine and
S-Port Dome are bespoke
Artificial intelligence (AI) will be used to carry out
solutions adapted to each
research and analysis on maritime logistics
specific platform, irrespecand shipping market conditions
tive of the system type or

North P&I partners with HudsonCyber to
prepare members for cybersecurity deadline
www.nepia.com
www.ha-cyber.com
North P&I Club has partnered with
HudsonCyber to encourage its members to
better understand their vulnerabilities to
cyber risk and to improve their cybersecurity processes and systems.
Under the agreement, North P&I Club’s
members
will
gain
access
to
HudsonCyber’s HACyberLogix platform,
a secure, cloud-based programme,
designed specifically for the maritime
industry. The service will enable North’s
members to assess their cybersecurity
capabilities and gain insight into what
changes need to be implemented for the
International Maritime Organization’s
(IMO’s) January 2021 regulation.
Hudson’s HACyberLogix platform
integrates industry-leading cybersecurity
standards, frameworks and standardised
practices,
including
the
IMO’s
International Ship and Port Security Code
and the International Safety Management
Code, enabling North’s members to rapidly and cost-effectively implement and sus-
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tain a cyber risk management framework
compliant with the IMO’s guidelines on
Maritime Cyber Risk Management.
During an initial trial period, North’s
Members
will
have
access
to
HACyberLogix (Level 1) programme with
confidential assessment and reporting,
gaining insight into the operational
changes and improvements required for
January 2021 compliance.
“North P&I Club is committed to assisting Members prepare for the ever-changing regulatory environment and this partnership with HudsonCyber will help our
members meet the challenges presented
by the upcoming requirement for cyber
risks management to be included in Safety
Management Systems from January 2021,”
said Colin Gillespie, director (Loss
Prevention) at North.
“Changes to operations may be time
consuming and complex. We believe that
the insights derived from Cyberlogix
will inform decision making and allow
efficient allocation of resources to
support cybersecurity efforts in shipping
companies.”
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Alpha Ori secures ISO information security certification
www.alphaori.sg
Alpha Ori Technologies has secured ISO
27001:2013, a globally recognised standard that certifies the successful establishment, maintenance and continual
improvement
of
a
company’s
Information
Security
Management
System (ISMS).
Alpha Ori’s ISO 27001:2013 certification confirms that the digital shipping
specialist has put in place a system of
technical, administrative and physical
controls which secure the company’s
own information, and customer and
employee information, within the context of overall business risks.
Attaining certification is part of Alpha
Ori’s strategy of creating industry-leading products and services measured
against global benchmarks of shipping
industry excellence.
“Achieving ISO 27001 certification
means our customers have complete
assurance our products operate to bestin-class information security standards,”

said captain Rajesh Unni, the co-ceo of
Alpha Ori.
“We achieved ISO certification at our
first attempt, showcasing the completeness and rigour of our information security systems.”
Captain Unni is also the CEO and
founder of Synergy Group, the
Singapore-headquartered ship manager
which now manages a diverse fleet of
over 270 vessels. Given the increasing
incidence of cyber-attacks on shipping
companies, he believes guaranteeing
information security has become a critical element of ship management.
“The
International
Maritime
Organization has, quite rightly, issued
guidelines to ensure everyone in the
maritime sector takes cybersecurity seriously. This includes addressing cyber
risks in safety management systems by
the start of next year,” he said.
“Cybersecurity is something we at
Synergy have always placed great
emphasis on. Top class information and
data security is expected and demanded

by owners and suppliers. It’s also now an
integral part of ensuring safety at sea,
operational excellence and fleet/vessel
efficiency optimisation.
“We stay ahead of the game by future
proofing the vessels we manage, as well
as our fleet management systems. We
lean heavily on Alpha Ori to achieve
this.”
Central to Alpha Ori’s portfolio is
SMARTShip, an Internet of Things (IoT)
platform that enables the onboard operation of multiple systems with varying
degrees of autonomy. SMARTShip has
already been installed on more than 40
vessels and another 60 ships are currently undergoing the setup process.
“Alpha Ori has proven by gaining ISO
27001 certification that we are leading
the way in providing safe, risk-free digital shipping solutions that meet the highest standards of maritime and information security protection,” said Bala
Sankaran, co-CEO of Alpha Ori. “This
shows with cyberattack threats on the
rise, the highest security standards are

possible now and available to all.”
The decision by management to work
toward ISO 27001:2013 accreditation was
part of its ongoing commitment to continually improving products and services. To become ISO 27001:2013 compliant, the company’s teams based in the
USA, India and Singapore underwent an
extensive companywide audit that
included information data security management system development, a management system documentation review, preaudit, initial assessment and clearance of
non-conformances.
"I am extremely proud of my team for
their achievement, which proves theirs
and the company’s commitment to
ensuring quality and providing the best
possible service to our clients,” said
Sankaran.
“We are dedicated to constant
improvement and development and
achieving and maintaining an ISO
27001:2013 accreditation ensures we have
the processes and systems in place to
achieve this."

BIMCO and ICS deliver new cybersecurity guidance for crew
www.bimco.org
BIMCO has unveiled a new guide to help
shipowners and operators manage
increasing cyber threats they are faced
with every day.

The guide ‘Cyber Security Workbook
for On Board Ship Use” is specifically
designed to help crew prepare, both on the
bridge and in the engine room, for cyberattack. It includes several checklists on
how to protect, detect, respond and recov-
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er from a cyber incident, offering a practical and easy to use guide for the master
and the officers.
BIMCO reports that it is continuously
raising awareness to shipowners on issues
such as the cyber threat and helps lead the
work by issuing industry guidelines to
assist companies in formulating their own
approaches to cyber risk management
onboard. IMO recently decided to identify
cyber risks as specific threats, which companies should try to address to the same
extend as any other risk that may affect the
safe operation of a ship and protection of
the environment. Guidance on these issues
can be found in the Guidelines on Cyber
Security Onboard Ships.
According to BIMCO, the protection of
multimillion-dollar
floating
assets
requires cyber risk to be managed as any
other risk that may affect the safe opera-

tion of a ship and jeopardise the protection
of the environment. The new workbook
gives an easy introduction to incorporating cybersecurity into the ship’s management system.
“Cybersecurity risk management is not
just an IT issue. Managing the complex
interactions between technology and
humans correctly will be key to avoid a
cyber incident, and to recover from them,
should an incident happen,” said Aron
Frank Sørensen, head of maritime technology and regulation at BIMCO.
“I see the workbook as a valuable tool
that will help officers manage cyber risks
while carrying out their daily routines
onboard.”
The guide can be downloaded via this
link https://www.bimco.org/about-usand-our-members/publications/cybersecurity-workbook.

The new guide helps shipowners and operators
manage increasing cyber threats
Digital Ship February / March 2020 page 26
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Ships’ OTs ‘left to the side’
when it comes to cyber protection
Late last year, Cybeta, a US-headquartered cybersecurity firm, entered into the maritime market with its new cyber protection
solution, CyberHelm. Following the success of its original Cybeta solution built by US intelligence-trained experts,
the company made the decision to roll out its solution to maritime to help protect vulnerable maritime assets.

C

yberHelm, the maritime version of the company’s current
technology Cybeta, predicts
the risk of cyber-attack on
companies’ technology assets. It incorporates ship-based operational technologies
(OT), such as navigation, ballast, cargo
systems, and more in its service, continuously scanning for both known and developing threats and vulnerabilities, and prioritising their severity so users avoid alert
fatigue.
“Operational technologies on ships
have sort of been left to the side when it
comes to cyber protection,” said Mr
Fredrik Munck, business development
executive at Cybeta, during a presentation
given at Digital Ship’s forum in Bergen on
November 27, 2019. He believes that the
industry needs to pay more attention to the
risk that cyber hackers pose to maritime
assets. “There are so many CVEs
(Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures)
being issued and it’s overwhelming. You
have to work out which ones are relevant
for you, but for some companies it’s just
too much to handle.”

Mr Munck says that 80 per cent of 125
maritime executives surveyed have admitted to having a security breach or cyberattack, referring to an insurance report
published last year. The problem he sees is
that, “there are so many hidden attacks in
maritime.”
There is a significant amount of undiscovered dark web activity with new hacks
being developed every day. Ships are at an
increasing risk as, “these deep and dark
hacking forums are constantly talking
about the ‘sexiness of getting into a ship.”
The dark web is complex and divided into
many different segments, meaning that
even with the right password, finding out
where the attack has come from is near
impossible.
Cybeta’s CyberHelm solution incorporates a patent pending algorithm named
ThreatBeta, which scans public sources as
well as the ‘deep and dark web’ and quantifies the relative likelihood of a cyberattack on an enterprise and its individual
technologies. Developed over the last 6
years, ThreatBeta shows how severe a
company’s threat is and how vulnerable its

assets are compared with others. The algorithm, the idea of which was adapted from
the financial sector, provides a relative
score based on each technology. “If you
have a score of more than 1 you are at a
higher risk and an easier target. A score of
more than 1 indicates a vulnerability that
you should immediately look at. Less than
1 is not so critical,” he explained.
The algorithm has been independently
tested by Northwestern University’s
Kellogg School of Management who found
that the service accurately predicts the
likelihood of a cyber-attack up to 12
months in advance.
The service also recommends specific
remediation efforts and monitors the timeto-patch for identified vulnerabilities.
While there is, “no silver bullet that can
solve all your issues as one supplier cannot
give you one solution to keep you safe,”
CyberHelm gives an over-the-horizon
view of your vulnerabilities. “We want
your technologies to be ahead of it, to tell
you something is happening in the dark
web so we can warn you of the specific
DS
technologies that are at risk.”

Fredrik Munck, business development
executive at Cybeta speaking at Digital
Ship's CIO forum in Bergen last year

BV sees rapid growth in ships applying for Cyber Managed notation
www.marine-offshore.bureauveritas.com
Bureau Veritas Marine & Offshore (BV)
has announced an increase in the number
of ships applying for its ‘Cyber Managed’
notation.
The notation was co-developed by BV
and external marine security experts as
part of joint technical working groups
organised by BV. It ensures compliance
with the main existing cybersecurity standards (IMO MSC-Fal 1-Circ3, NIST,
BIMCO etc.) and will enable shipowners to

Paillette Palaiologou, vice president for the
Hellenic Black Sea & Adriatic Zone,
Bureau Veritas

meet the requirements of IMO’s guidance
to administrations that maritime cybersecurity risk should be reflected in ship security practice under the ISM Code by
January 1, 2021.
BV expects that more than 100 ships will
be operating under the ‘Cyber Managed’
notation by the end of January 2020.
Cyber Managed is based on a security
risk assessment developed from an initial
mapping of onboard systems that result in
a practical set of requirements. Cyber
Managed focuses on ensuring that cybersecurity is managed onboard as per industry
best practice for change management and
traceability of IS/IT systems onboard,
emergency procedures and basic security
protection measures.
The initial risk analysis and mapping
exercise can be performed either during the
newbuilding phase or at any time during
the lifecycle of the vessel. The notation is
applicable to both new and existing ships.
This initial risk analysis results in the
definition of mitigation actions that can be
achieved through the development of adhoc procedures. These procedures are then
incorporated into the ship management
system (as per IMO MSC-Fal1-Circ3
requirements). The risks may also be mitigated through security protection of
remote access and network connections
that can usually be performed through
software updates. Cyber Managed does
not require new equipment to be fitted

onboard.
Completion of an initial survey onboard
vessels allows the award of the ‘Cyber
Managed’ notation. Annual surveys of
similar scope combined with other class
surveys ensure regular update of the documentation and crew training, and thus the
maintenance of the notation.
“Cyber Managed provides a holistic yet
pragmatic response to cyber threats to
keep owners continually protected. BV’s
network of surveyors are confirming compliance with the notation requirements on
ships world-wide for Greek owners. We
are stressing the practical – the pragmatic –
approach that we have enabled. This solution was developed specifically for the
marine
industry,”
said
Paillette
Palaiologou, vice president for the Hellenic
Black Sea & Adriatic Zone, Bureau Veritas.
“We see that shipowners are willing to
invest in ensuring they are addressing
cyber risks and their charterers are increasingly interested as well. We are seeing
interest from insurers as well – and that
this notation can be expected to be a factor
in the response of underwriters’ assessment of risk.”
BV’s work is best built on an internal
risk assessment conducted by a shipowners or manager. This assessment forms the
foundation for applying Cyber Managed
across an entire fleet. The assessment provides detailed mapping (a ‘repository’) of
both the hardware and software installed
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onboard and assessment of operational
criticality.
BV cyber and marine experts support
owners during the whole process, providing practical standard template and
methodologies for the security risk analysis and technical assistance to develop procedures. This allows in-house teams to significantly increase their awareness of
cybersecurity best practices while preparing for the certification.
BV reviews all documentation (onboard
handbook, onshore security policies) prepared by the client against the requirements of NR659. Then vessels are surveyed
to ensure that the documentation reflects
the actual condition of hardware installed.
Finally, a ‘Cyber Handbook’ is placed on
board - and management practice should
be that the crew are made aware of its contents and requirements. These requirements are, typically, to recognize emergency situations, to handle cyber lifesaving
technique and, when possible, ensure
restoration of systems.
BV has also developed a ‘Cyber Secure’
notation specifically for new buildings to
help ensure the ‘security by design’ of
ships where cyber security is most critical:
remotely-operated vessels, autonomous
vessels, military vessels as well as other
sophisticated vessel types. This Cyber
Secure notation will notably require the
hardening of the most critical IS/IT equipment onboard.
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KVH and Kongsberg team up on IoT pilot installation
www.kvh.com
www.kongsberg.com
KVH Industries and Kongsberg Digital
have announced the successful installation
of their first joint maritime Internet of
Things (IoT) system on a Norwegian
research vessel, owned and operated by
Kongsberg.
The vessel, Simrad Echo, features a
KVH Watch VSAT antenna for IoT connectivity and the Kognifai Vessel Insight
platform, providing an integrated infrastructure for IoT connectivity and vesselto-shore data. According to the companies, this bundled connectivity solution is
one of the first cases of an active working
vessel using an integrated maritime IoT
solution.
Simrad Echo will rely on Kognifai
Vessel Insight to monitor main and auxiliary systems on the vessel and help ensure
100 per cent availability. For example, the
Kongsberg Mapping Cloud application

will move high-resolution echo sounding
data from vessel to shore in real time so
that shore-based experts can provide analysis to optimise vessel operations.
The data flow from Simrad Echo will be
facilitated by KVH Watch IoT Connectivity
as a Service, a VSAT solution that leverages KVH’s end-to-end maritime connectivity services and high throughput satellite (HTS) network. KVH Watch features
two modes: Watch Flow, for 24/7,
machine-to-machine data delivery compatible with major IoT ecosystems such as
Kognifai; and Watch Intervention, for ondemand high-speed sessions for face-toface support, remote equipment access,
and very large data transfers. The two
companies plan to utilise Simrad Echo as a
platform to develop tighter integrations
for remote support and smart bandwidth
utilisation that will benefit both new and
existing customers.
“While Vessel Insight works as an
infrastructure for accessing contextualised

Kongsberg launches performance
application for Vessel Insight users
immediate access to value-adding applications. Vessel Performance will increase the
Shipowners
and
operators
using value for customers who are Vessel
Kongsberg’s Vessel Insight platform can Insight users and help them reduce costs,
now improve performance and reporting, utilise their assets better and stay compliand reduce fuel and energy consumption ant with new regulations,” said Vigleik
through the company’s new application Takle, SVP maritime digital solutions at
Kongsberg Digital.
Vessel Performance.
Vessel Performance reduces system and
The Vessel Performance application
collects contextualised data from the ship information complexity, improves ship
using Kongsberg’s data infrastructure and office communication and operational
solution, Vessel Insight. The data is used awareness. All information from the applito generate real-time value for users, with cation will be available in the cloud, on the
tools for reducing fuel consumption and vessel and onshore. The application prounnecessary running of equipment, opti- vides details on fuel consumption and
mising equipment maintenance windows, overall energy efficiency levels, benchand simplifying reporting according to marked against historical performance,
up-to-date regulatory requirements. Users allowing the crew to exploit opportunities
will also achieve increased transparency to minimise fuel usage and emissions.
Vessel Performance is highly customisable
and awareness about vessel emissions.
“Aside from getting access to contextu- and can be configured to meet specific cusalised data from your vessels, one of the tomer needs across a wide range of vessels.
“Kongsberg’s vast experience in vessel
main benefits of using Vessel Insight is the
and equipment
design places us
in a leading position in the development of unified applications,
delivered seamlessly via Vessel
Insight,”
said
Bård
Bjørløw,
evp global sales
and marketing at
Kongsberg
Maritime. “By
making efficiency data easily
available, Vessel
Performance will
Kongsberg’s Vessel Performance application collects contextualised facilitate vessel
and fleet operadata from the ship using Kongsberg’s data infrastructure solution,
tions, enabling
Vessel Insight. The data is used to help users reduce fuel
decisions in real
consumption and optimise equipment maintenance.
time.”
www.kongsberg.com

quality data from a vessel or fleet, KVH is
providing an alternative for IoT connectivity that enables the transfer of data from
ship to cloud,” said Vigleik Takle,
Kongsberg Digital’s senior vice president
of maritime digital solutions. “We are very
happy to be able to offer this as a connectivity option to our users.”
“Vessels are complex systems of systems that must work together for the vessel to perform reliably and efficiently,”
said Robert Hopkins, Jr., KVH’s senior
director of maritime services. “During the
Simrad Echo pilot, Watch Flow will deliver a complete view of those systems to
shore on a Kognifai Vessel Insight dashboard. One system, Kongsberg Mapping
Cloud
for
very
high-resolution
bathymetry, is particularly data intensive,
making it a great use case for our highthroughput Watch antenna.”
One the pilot project has been completed, the Simrad Echo will continue with its
normal operations.

The Simrad Echo KVH Watch antenna

NYK and Dualog partner to
develop digitised products
www.dualog.com
www.nyk.com
Japanese shipping company NYK has
signed a long-term Industrial Research &
Development project agreement with
Tromsø-based Dualog that will see the
development of digitised products and
services across a tested of 50 vessels with
the potential to roll out across NYK’s fleet
of 250 ships.
‘Cepa Shield,’ as the project is known,
will bring together research and development teams from Dualog’s innovation
environment and that of the NYK Group
company MTI.Co. Drawing on Dualog’s
sophisticated digital platform, the teams
will work to ensure maximum efficiency in
the way systems between ship and shore
talk to one another, both in-house and
with third-party managers and solutions
providers. The role of the user will be
explored and tested thoroughly to ensure
maximum efficiency – all of this with data
security and exchange at the top of the
agenda.
Apart from meeting the secured shipto-shore data exchange needs of NYK, the
project’s development work, which is
scheduled to last until the end of 2021, will
generate enhanced services that Dualog
can add to its own portfolio that will benefit its many other clients and the shipping
society as a whole.
The technical concept of the relationship between users and organisations is
expected to add a new dimension in digital collaboration throughout the whole
industry.
The agreement is supported by
Innovation Norway, the Norwegian
Government's most important instrument
for innovation and development of
Norwegian enterprise and industry. The
project meets exacting criteria covering
the development of new, international
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initiatives that will benefit the global
shipping and maritime sectors while also
forging stronger bonds between Japan
and Norway.
Results from work on the 50-vessel
testbed will be passed to developers within Dualog and MTI for assessment and
further development.
According to Dualog, a number of
tools will be implemented to effectively
gather instant user feedback – especially
regarding the areas they may be struggling with.
To ensure cyber-safe data exchange
between ship and shore, the system will
collect a variety of traffic information
such as accessing servers from each
application service. These will be merged
into a monitoring system that will make
it easy to determine what is going on
and where action needs to be taken if
necessary.
The accord follows on from a strategic
partnership both companies signed in the
summer of 2017, which focused on pushing the boundaries for automation, the
Internet of Things (IoT), and Big Data
analysis.
Morten Lind-Olsen, CEO of Dualog,
said several features had already
started to be delivered but additional
elements were in the pipeline such
as tools to simplify larger-scale
distribution of software through automated systems for downloading and
upgrading.
“What we will be achieving is controlling communication at a new level,
regarding protocols and security, but also
in the way we will integrate different
communications equipment onboard
ship. We will also look at the way we
want to dynamically control the bandwidth so we can undertake traffic shaping
between different services,” Mr LindOlsen said.
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Columbia Shipmanagement and Cyprus Marine launch Digital Waves project
www.columbia-shipmanagement.com
Columbia Shipmanagement (CSM) and the
Cyprus Marine and Maritime Institute
(CMMI) have signed an MOU to launch
Digital Waves, a comprehensive joint innovation programme to explore the digitalisation of certain domains of the maritime
industry.
The programme includes research and
innovation in domains such as the gathering of data on ships and other stakeholders
coupled with the latest trends in connectivity and artificial intelligence (AI).
Digital Waves will have a global perspective and address areas such as the sensorisation of ships, augmented and virtual
reality, the gathering and grooming of data
using 5G & edge-cloud technologies combined with modern trends in machine learning and cognitive artificial intelligence.
Parts of such technologies have already
begun to be implemented in the maritime
sector as well as in the manufacturing sector
through the Industry 4.0 revolution.
Digital Waves will explore these modern technological trends and combine

them into a holistic programme, which is
expected to contribute to significant efficiencies, cost savings, and strategic transformation. The programme will also analyse the value-chain of the maritime sector
and investigate potential transformations
of the business model.
CSM and CMMI have assembled a team
of international experts who will investigate
the current market and innovate with new
products and services which will in-turn be
offered to the sector through targeted solutions. Digital Waves’ joint innovation programme has already started and has been
divided into three phases. To gain a deeper
understanding of the Present Mode of
Operation (PMO), the first phase involves
strategic analysis of main issues faced by
the maritime industry stakeholders. The
second phase will involve testing and
implementation in real-time maritime environments. The final phase will be the development of digital products and solutions.
This strategic partnership will enable
CSM and CMMI to extend their services to
other areas of mutual interest. Both companies are committed to making the ship-

Mark O'Neil, president of Columbia Shipmanagement and Zacharias Siokouros,
CEO of CMMI following the signing of the MOU to launch Digital Waves

ping industry safer and more sustainable.
Mark O’Neil, President of CSM, said: “As
we enter the new year and a new decade
amid the beginning of fundamental digital
transformation in shipping, we envisage,
through Digital Waves, to benefit from the
combination of the rise of improved and cost
sustainable connectivity and digitalisation
to transform every aspect of the
Shipmanagement model over the next three
decades with a primary focus on safety and
efficiency to the benefit of our clients”.
Zacharias Siokouros, CEO of CMMI,
commented: “"We are very excited that only
a few weeks after CMMI set sail – having
received great support in funds and

resources from the EU, the Cyprus
Government and our industry and
academia partners - we are now embarking
with Columbia Shipmanagement on a voyage of exploration into the Sea of Big Data.
A voyage that promises a lot of opportunities. And for this, I would like to thank my
colleagues at CMMI and our partners at
Columbia who have worked over the last
few weeks with exceptional professionalism and dedication and have prepared its
passage plan which we are today signing
with Mark! Digital Waves is without a
doubt an innovative project that will develop world-class solutions to address issues
beyond the boundaries of our region.”

St Kitts and Nevis International Ship
Registry introduces e-certification
www.skanregistry.com
The St Kitts and Nevis International Ship
Registry (SKANReg) has created efficiencies in the way it operates by launching a
range of electronic certificates it says will
not only speed up the registration process
but help in the industry’s efforts to reduce
its carbon footprint.
Certificates that will be digitised after
January 31 include:
• Provisional Certificate of Registry
• Provisional Ship Station Licence
• Permanent Certificate of Registry
• Ship Radio Station Licence
• Minimum Safe Manning Certificate
• Continuous Synopsis Records
• Bunker CLCs
• Oil CLCs
• Wreck Certificates
• Letter of Consent to Bareboat Charter Out
• Transcript of Registry
• Declaration of Maritime Labour
Convention Part 1

• Exemption Certificate
• Deletion Certificate
Those Electronic Certificates generated
will contain a Quick Response (QR) Code
as well as a unique Controlled Certificate
Number while internationally accepted
PDF encryption will be implemented to
protect the documentation.
Liam Ryan, spokesperson for The St
Kitts and Nevis International Ship
Registry, said the move to digitise its certification process was an important step in
helping to speed up the way the Registry
responds to the needs of its shipowners
and managers.
“It is well known that shipping is
changing as it embraces the digital age and
this initiative by St Kitts and Nevis ensures
we can react with the precision and efficiency that the market is demanding. We
have lodged official notification with the
IMO and have put in place stringent security processes to ensure the documentation
is safe,” he said.

Digitisation paramount in propelling shipping forward, says Maersk South Asia MD
www.maersk.com
Digitisation has been paramount in propelling the logistics and shipping industry
forward in 2019, and will continue to do so
in 2020, says managing director of Maersk
South Asia, Steve Felder. Here, Mr Felder
outlines the company’s progress throughout 2019 and its plans for 2020.
“While the global container demand
was lower in 2019 due to weaker growth in
the global economy, India witnessed a
broad-based slowdown in its import
export trade as well after a growth of several years. This is aligned closely with the
weaker domestic demand, tight liquidity
and working capital as well as a reflection
of the overall cyclical weakening of the
economic environment in all the main
global economies. The escalating trade
restrictions led to reduced bilateral trade
between the United States of America and
China, the two major manufacturing
economies, resulting in shifts in the trade
structures, with some sourcing moving
away from China to South East Asian
countries.

The government’s ambitious target of
making India a USD 5 trillion economy
requires focused approach in implementing reforms and measures in the logistics
sector. This may be feasible provided
infrastructure and technological investments can be progressed across the country, further supported by robust policy
reforms towards strengthening connectivity, especially towards the hinterlands and
coasts. With cargo successfully being
transported via Inland waterways 1 this
year, we hope to see even more increase in
multimodal transport routes, aided by the
efforts of Sagarmala project.
Digitisation has been paramount in propelling the logistics & shipping industry
forward. We see great opportunity in
investment in technology start-ups focused
on developing solutions backed by
Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning,
Blockchain and similar technologies to help
address challenges prevalent in the industry. Government policies such as Digital
India as well as their investment in the
start-up and SME space is a push in the
right direction. TradeLens, a neutral and

open solution platform, developed through
a collaboration between Maersk and IBM,
demonstrates strong acceptance and viability of the concept of a blockchain-based
ecosystem for digitising global shipping.
More than 100 participants from around
the world and from multiple points in the
supply chain are piloting the solution. It
provides an excellent opportunity to the
country for digitizing traditional paperbased processes and has the potential to
stimulate the Indian economy and create
billions of dollars’ worth of value for the
entire logistics industry.
Moving forward, the basic requirement
we see in the shipping & logistics sector in
the upcoming year is the need to reduce
the cost of logistics in the overall GDP and
facilitating faster adoption of technology
by Government and other key industry
stakeholders. The problem can be resolved
by developing logistics hubs at various
strategic locations across the nation. While
the focus should be on modernising existing port infrastructure and creating new
ones, we should keep a keen eye on initiatives aimed to develop sustainable devel-
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opment in the industry including promoting green technology and most importantly skilling the talent to endure the evolving
operation structure. The IMO adopted a
new regulation effective globally from
January 1 2020 for reducing emissions
from vessels. This will contribute significantly to making our industry more sustainable in the future, as it will bring substantial improvements to human health in
coastal areas. India’s recent ratification to
the Hong Kong Convention, is another
such example that will set global standards
for safe and environmentally-sound ship
recycling in the country.
Furthermore, the overall supply chain
integration will help companies be more
efficient and in turn pass on the benefits to
their customers. Maersk enables its customers to trade and grow by transporting
goods anywhere in the world with focused
efforts towards reducing the logistics costs.
Maersk works to provide customers with a
simple end-to-end offering of products
and services, coupled with a robust delivery network, taking the friction & complexity out of global supply chains.”
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Maersk Tankers launches standalone digital business
www.maersktankers.com
Maersk Tankers has launched a new standalone digital business to reduce CO2
emissions and optimise vessels’ earnings
across the tramp shipping industry.
The business, which has yet to be named,
will develop and sell the software product
SimBunker to vessel owners and managers
in the tramp shipping industry to help them
use their vessels more efficiently.
SimBunker optimises vessels’ bunker
spend, which can account for up to 60 per
cent of the total voyage costs, by determining optimal solutions for factors such as
speed, bunker purchase and route. The
software product was developed within
Maersk Tankers and will now be spun off
into the new digital business, along with
its related customer base.
Since 2016, Maersk Tankers has
increased the use of digitisation, developing
digital capabilities and products in-house,
enhancing the customer and partner experience and forming strategic digital partnerships and alliances. The spin-off is a direct
consequence of and testament to the tangible results achieved over the past years.

“Through significant and strategic
investment, we have established Maersk
Tankers as the digital frontrunner in the
tanker industry. Digitisation will enhance
customer and partner experience, transform our business and contribute to a more
efficient operation, benefitting both sustainability and profitability. This becomes
increasingly important at a time when the
shipping industry must adapt to take its
share in solving complex challenges posed
by climate change and new regulatory
requirements. With the new set-up, we will
be able to accelerate our digital strategy,”
said Christian M. Ingerslev, chief executive
officer of Maersk Tankers.
When SimBunker is spun off, it will be
the sole focus of a dedicated team and management to develop the software product.
The team will be built around employees
from the existing Maersk Tankers Digital
team, as well as new employees to be hired.
It will be led by Soren C. Meyer, who is currently chief asset officer of Maersk Tankers.
As chief executive officer of the new business, he will, until further notice, report
to Ingerslev.
“The shipping industry has an enor-

SEDNA and ShipNEXT form partnership
to digitise workflow
www.sedna.com
www.shipnext.com
SEDNA, the provider of cloud-based
transaction management software, has
announced a partnership with ShipNEXT
to enable organisations to digitise the
work-flow related to shipping, transportation and freight negotiations.
As part of the integration within
SEDNA, users dealing with dry-bulk,
wet-bulk, heavy or oversised cargo will
be able to instantly get shipping solutions
matched within their email flow or directly from ShipNEXT as a shipping
marketplace.
The results will reduce the amount of
work to source cargo information from
hours to seconds.
An increasing amount of emails and
requests are creating a growing problem
related to data search and data processing.
Traditionally, if a broker wanted to find
the latest information on a vessel, they
were required to search multiple systems.
The issue is compounded when having to
compare several ships and searching thousands of emails to gather the most relevant
information.
Through this partnership SEDNA and
ShipNEXT are helping to automate routine data processing by creating one seamless system that will spare the industry
from traditional email circulars and hours
of work.
Research shows that a vast amount of
resources are wasted due to inefficient and
error-prone manual processes. Many
organisations are using email as the first
step in digitally transforming their organisations by meeting people where they
work and providing a better solution to
collaborate, search for information and filter only the most relevant messages.

According to Alexander Varvarenko,
CEO of ShipNEXT, “We view SEDNA as
the most user friendly solution that when
combined with our technology we are creating a mobile workstation that is second
to none.” Mr. Varvarenko goes onto say
that, “together we are providing a solution
that will save valuable time and reduce
manual errors when initiating Cargo-toShip and Ship-to-Cargo matching.”
When discussing the value that
ShipNEXT will deliver to the market, Dan
James, VP of product at SEDNA said:
“companies like ShipNEXT are unlocking
huge value for their customers by applying technologies like machine learning
and AI to rethink cluttered business
practices.” Mr. James goes on to say that
“at SEDNA we value partners who want
to work together to help our customers
succeed.”
When asked about the value of the partnership, Jean-Guy Faubert, CRO of
SEDNA, said that “together we are modernising a legacy software system long
neglected but too important to abandon as
enterprise organisations manage an
increasing
amount
of
laborious
workarounds. As Mr. Faubert explains, the
value of time that can be saved can be significant: “Time is a highly valuable commodity and there are thousands of hours worth millions of dollars - being wasted on
tasks that software systems like SEDNA
can eliminate by integrating with
ShipNEXT.”
The future as Mr Varvarenko envisions
is “an integrated and decentralised
blockchain solution across the entire supply chain and all sectors of transportation
to create one ecosystem. These results
will not only make a positive impact
on an organisation but the environment
as well.”

mous potential for digitisation, especially
in commercial and technical areas. As a
standalone business, we will be able to
accelerate this development. We will be
working with players across the industry
to optimise pool partners’ bunker spend,
using large data sets and analytics. We are
confident that such collaboration and digital measures are instrumental in putting
the industry on a path to greener growth. I
am truly excited about the ambition of the
new business and the task ahead,” stated
Mr Meyer.
Maersk Tankers will retain a digital
team in-house to develop existing products and bring new digital ideas alive that
can serve partners and customers in
smarter ways. Peter Schroder, chief digital
officer, will continue to lead this and the
digital transformation of Maersk Tankers,
which is a core component of the tanker
company’s business strategy ‘Shaping
the Future’.
Schroder and his team, among other initiatives, will be working in close partnership with CargoMetrics Technologies, with
which Maersk Tankers entered an equity
agreement in 2017. The partnership has

since then worked on the development of
SimTanker, a software product that provides a data-driven trade signal to proactively position the fleet of vessels in the
most optimal way, meeting both customer
demand and increasing earnings. The inhouse digital team will also work to digitise more of the pool partners’ ‘customer
journeys’ with Maersk Tankers through
the online partner portal, ‘InSite digital’.
“We are today leading one of the most
exciting transformations in the industry.
We will retain and continue investing in
digital competencies and expertise within
Maersk Tankers. With this, we will further
strengthen the company’s competitive
advantage and differentiation in the industry. This entails maturing existing digital
products and incubating new ideas. The
priority will be given to products that
lower CO2 emissions, increase earnings for
partners and make it easier for them to do
business with us, as well as to products that
increase our ability to meet customer
demand by having vessels in the right position at the right time,” said Mr Schroder.
The new standalone digital business
launched January 7, 2020.

KVH launches digital content service
for crew welfare and vessel performance
www.kvh.com
KVH Industries has launched KVH Link, a
new digital content service that will deliver both enhanced news and entertainment
content to improve crew wellbeing and
better operational data to optimise vessel
performance.
KVH Link provides timely and popular news, sports, movies, TV, music,
karaoke, podcasts, documentaries, trending social videos, and more in a new user
interface designed with digital natives
in mind.
Crew wellbeing content includes:
NEWSlinkTM—hundreds of daily news
stories, clips, and shows in the most
popular languages among seafarers;
SPORTSlinkTM—news and video sports
highlights from teams around the world,
sports talk shows, and documentaries;
MOVIElinkTM—early release movies
and classics from Hollywood to
Bollywood and independent studios;
TVlinkTM—full seasons of popular hit
television series; and MUSIClinkTM—
more than 15 genres of music radio, podcasts, karaoke, and more. KVH Link content is licensed from copyright holders for
crew viewing.
“There is an increasing focus on
seafarer wellbeing as the foundation of
safe, efficient operations,” said Mark
Woodhead, KVH’s executive vice president for mobile connectivity. “At the
same time, crew welfare is going digital,
with increased onboard demand for
access to popular content. With our
decades of experience in providing
crew content—starting in the 1960s with
reel-to-reel movie nights on the deck
of a ship—to our history of mobile
tech innovation, KVH is uniquely suited
to deliver a digital content platform
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for today’s seafarer.”
Accessible for group viewing on a vessel TV screen or on seafarers’ personal
devices, KVH Link features intuitive
online navigation to enable users to
quickly find the audio, text, and video
content they want. The service is available as a monthly content subscription
package incurring no data delivery
charge.
In developing the KVH Link service,
KVH built on its experience with the
IP-MobileCast content delivery service
it introduced in 2014, which features
patented technology for delivering cybersecure, encrypted multimedia content to
vessels with mini-VSAT Broadbandsm
connectivity.
KVH also announced KVH linkHUB, a
new service that provides entertainment
content via secure, encrypted content
drives to vessels that do not have KVH
mini-VSAT Broadband connectivity, or
to mixed fleets with a variety of satellite
providers.
“Today, all vessels in a fleet need news
and entertainment content even when several different satellite connectivity vendors
are involved,” continued Mr. Woodhead.
“With KVH Link and linkHUB, we can
deliver terrific content to every vessel in
the fleet.”
KVH Link also encompasses operations
data services delivered by IP-MobileCast
to address commercial fleets’ need to
optimise vessel performance. The KVH
Link operations solutions include
CHARTlinkTM—fast, secure delivery
of
ECDIS-compliant
chartsets;
FORECASTlinkTM—high-resolution,
global-scale weather forecasts delivered
four times per day; and YOURlinkTM—
delivery of customer-generated content to
promote crew safety and corporate values.
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KONGSBERG and DNV GL sign digitalisation cooperation agreement
www.dnvgl.com
www.kongsberg.com
KONGSBERG and DNV GL have signed
an agreement to enable customers of
KONGSBERG’s Vessel Insight data infrastructure solution to share their data for use
in DNV GL's digital class and assurance
services.
Vessel Insight will be used to collect and
transfer data from vessels to DNV GL,
which will enable DNV GL to perform digital class and assurance services.
“We believe that broad maritime digitalisation and the value generation for
ship owners will be achieved much faster
if expert vendors work together to solve

industry challenges. By combining DNV
GL’s unique expertise in digital class and
assurance solutions and KONGSBERG’s
data infrastructure specifically developed
for the maritime sector, we are putting
together necessary pieces of a puzzle.
Together, we want to help our customers
see the full picture,” said Hege Skryseth,
president, Kongsberg Digital and EVP
KONGSBERG.
“Currently, most class inspections
require the surveyors to be onboard the
ships. However, we can now perform
some surveys by analysing digitally
obtained data on shore. By enabling customers to share their data via
KONGSBERG’s Vessel Insight, we can

expand the amount of data we are able to
access and offer even more class and assurance services digitally. This will help customers not only to reduce their costs, but
streamline their daily operations,” commented Knut Ørbeck-Nilssen, CEO, DNV
GL – Maritime.
KONGSBERG and DNV GL have a
pre-existing, long-standing relationship
within the maritime industries, ranging
from class and certification services via
consultancy to research. Through this
agreement KONGSBERG and DNV GL
hope to accelerate the adoption of digital
capabilities and technologies in a safe,
reliable and sustainable manner for the
maritime industry.

DNV GL and KONGSBERG
sign the digitalisation agreement
on January 13, 2020

Shipping set to increase use of cloud-based software in 2020
www.hanseaticsoft.com
The impact of technology on the shipping
industry will grow in 2020, as companies
increasingly introduce cloud-based software and apps in their businesses, says
Alexander Buchmann, managing director,
Hanseaticsoft.
Mr Buchmann believes that the
increased availability, reliability and
reduced cost of the internet at sea will be
the key drivers for this growth.
“Shipping companies globally are realising the many business advantages of
technology to drive down costs, automate
tasks, reduce administration and improving efficiencies.
“The cloud facilitates the access of business data and applications from anywhere
at any time and with any mobile device.
Companies investing in cloud technology
are improving the collaboration between

teams on shore and at sea and creating a
connected workplace culture that supports
their strategic business goals.
“We are finally seeing paper-based systems being replaced by digital processes.
Cloud-solutions are being introduced in
areas including document management,
managing crews and resources, logistics
and supply chain management, communicating with third parties and improving
the wellbeing of seafarers, enabling them
to communicate with their families and
friends while at sea for long periods,
reducing their isolation.
“The solutions are popular as the technology is straightforward, cost effective
and easy to implement. Staff don’t need to
have advanced IT skills as shipping cloud
software is intuitive and requires minimal
training.”
“The biggest benefit for companies is
that it enables them to have access to cen-

Digital Ship returns to Athens
www.ammitec.org
Digital Ship returned to Athens late last
year for its 17th Annual Maritime
Conference & Exhibition.
Industry experts took the podium to
speak about the industry hot topics including satellite communications, digital transformation, cybersecurity, and fuel efficiency. New cutting-edge products, case studies and use cases from shipping companies
were also presented.
The event included interactive
Roundtable Sessions focused on ECDIS
solutions, the role of CIO, software quality
and e-learning.
At the end of the first day, the Annual
General Assembly meeting of AMMITEC
took place, followed by the Elections for
the new Board of Directors.
During the assembly, which was
attended by the association’s most active
members, the activity of the outgoing BoD
was presented by the president Mr. Stelios
Sabanis and in particular:
• Cybersecurity seminar held at the
Hellenic American Union in 3 sessions
• Ammitec participation at the NATO
annual Cybersecurity Conference in
Chania

• Ammitec visit at the OTE SOC / NOC
• 5th ShipIT Conference at Benaki museum
• Several events co-organised with
sponsors
• …and the traditional Pita Cutting
The AMMITEC treasurer Mr. Tasos
Makris presented the financial results
which were approved by the members.
Furthermore, there was a vivid dialog
and exchange of views about the future
activity of the Association and ideas on
how to enhance the members’ participation through working groups and other
activities.
It has also been decided to donate an
amount from the Treasury to some charity.
The elections results are as follows:
The new B.o.D. gathered to elect the
new president, vice president, treasurer
and secretary and the results are as
follows:
• Stelios Sabanis, president
• Themis Sardis, vice president
• Tasos Makris, treasurer
• Matthew Maheras, secretary
• Katerina Raptaki, member
• Achilleas Choursoglou, member
• Eytychia Benaki, member
• Yannes Filippopoulos, alternate member
• Dimitris Makris, alternate member

tralised, accurate and up to date data and
reports, so they can make informed management decisions. This is changing how
they are working, enabling them to be
more responsive, agile and competitive,
rather than reactive.
“Operators can gain a complete 360degree overview of their fleet and entire
operations – they can also get rid of data
silos and data being replicated in different
systems – this is facilitating better information exchange between crews on the ship
and employees on shore.”
He says in many regions, smaller shipping companies and start-ups are the ones
pioneering technology in their business,
but this is because they can be more agile
as they don’t have legacy technology systems in place like larger companies.
For Hanseaticsoft, 2020 will focus on
adding new features to its services. Mr
Buchmann explained: “We experienced

fast growth in 2019 – which was also our
10th anniversary as a business. We added
19 new shipping companies to our global
client base, including eight companies in
Singapore, Philippines, India and China.
“A further 352 vessels are now using
our Cloud Fleet Manager (CFM) to streamline their business and management processes to achieve greater efficiencies and
profitability. In total over 1,500 vessels
around the world are now managed using
our software.
“We are looking forward to 2020 and we
have several new modules and mobile apps
planned in areas including crew management and document management. Also, in
response to customer demand we will
increase our client base in Europe, with a
particular focus on Greece and we are also
expanding into Asia, in countries including
Japan, South Korea, Indonesia, Taiwan, the
Philippines, Vietnam and Thailand.”

ABS issues product design assessment
for HHI’s smart technology
www.hhi.co.kr
ww2.eagle.org
ABS has verified the smart functions of
Hyundai Heavy Industries’ (HHI)
Integrated Smart-Ship Solution, issuing
the first Product Design Assessment
(PDA) for its data infrastructure.
ABS PDA is an assessment of materials,
components, products or systems for a specific use in compliance with ABS Rules,
Guides and recognised standards. Based on
PDA, the final approval is given when an
engineer or surveyor accepts the assessed
item for a specific user and installation.
ABS also issued the first ever New
Technologies Qualification (NTQ) for the
Operational Performance Management
(OPM) functions.
The ABS NTQ services offer guidance on
early adoption and efficient implementation of new technologies, demonstrating
both the level of maturity and that potential
risks have been systematically reviewed.
The NTQ addresses the route optimisation, performance monitoring and reporting capabilities of HHI’s system. This will
enable vessels using HHI’s system to be
provided with the SMART (INF) notation
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and SMART(OPM) record comment.
Seven ABS-classed vessels – one FSRU,
three VLECs and three tankers - are being
readied to receive ABS smart notations
and descriptions, subject to final surveys.
“Smart technology has significant potential to drive asset performance. ABS is
proud to work with HHI on practical applications of this technology, which is a key
step on the road to Condition Based Class,”
said Patrick Ryan, ABS senior vice president, global engineering and technology.
“It is another time of paradigm shift. The
smart-ship concept, which makes full use of
available data, is rapidly changing the transportation market. To address the need, HHI
has developed the ISS system, a powerful
data analysis platform based on the best
shipbuilding and smart technology and is
incorporating it into an increasing number of
vessels. The ABS approval of the system
offers an opportunity to provide ship owners with the Smart notation. As the technology continues to develop, HHI will lead the
smart-ship market not only by good shipbuilding but also by remaining connected
with ship owners, providing innovative economic value to ship operations,” said Jae-Eul
Kim, HHI executive vice president, CTO.
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Catching up with… Alexander Buchmann,
managing director, Hanseaticsoft
As part of Digital Ship’s new series, ‘Catching up with’, we aim to find out a bit more about what maritime
leaders have been up to and their plans for the months ahead. For the February/March issue,
we caught up with Hanseaticsoft’s managing director Alexander Buchmann to find out
his plans for 2020 following the company’s 10th anniversary last year.
Could you tell us a little bit about your
background and how you came to work
in maritime and specifically to become
the MD at Hanseaticsoft?
I started working in a shipping company
during my studies and I was instantly
intrigued by the maritime industry. The
processes and complexity of it all were
very interesting to me and that’s why I
continued my path in this area. After I was
done with my studies, I started working as
head of IT in a shipping company. But
working there, I quickly realised how
much the maritime industry was lagging
behind regarding the use of modern technology compared to other industries. I
wanted to simplify the complex processes
in shipping companies and make reliable
teamwork possible, both ashore and on
land. Consequently, this led to the development of my first management software,
the foundation of my company
Hanseaticsoft and the release of our solution Cloud Fleet Manager.
Hanseaticsoft recently celebrated its 10year anniversary. What would you say are
some of the company’s greatest achievements during this time?
Looking back on the last ten years, there
are definitely some things that are worth
mentioning. First of all, the official release
of our solution Cloud Fleet Manager in
2012. In the same year during SMM we
presented our product to a broader audience for the first time and that’s when
things really started to accelerate. We were
able to build a strong client base, got our
first international customer, hired more
employees and moved to bigger premises
in Hamburg in 2014. In the following
years, we experienced a continuous
growth which lead to Lloyd’s Register
investing in the company in 2017. Thanks
to this we were able to strengthen our
global presence and shortly afterwards
opened two new offices in Denmark and
Singapore.
Last year you announced a 41 per cent
growth in client base and you added 19
new shipping companies to your global

client base. How did you achieve this
and how will you continue this growth
in 2020?
This is due to the fact, that we were able to
present our product to a broader audience.
Last year we entered the Asian market
where we received very positive feedback 8 of our new clients last year are from Asia.
Since our new and potential clients in Asia
realised the benefits that the cloud has to
offer very quickly, we expect this growth to
continue in 2020. Additionally, we will further increase our activity in Europe.
Shipping is becoming more digital and
automated and this is changing the pace
of operations for many companies. How
do you ensure you are keeping up with
this pace?
Since the foundation of the company we
have always deployed the most modern
technologies for our system and use an
agile development approach. This means
the software is structured in such a way,
that we can always react to innovations
and incorporate new features and
enhancements at short notice. This way we
offer a system that is keeping up with the
ever-changing possibilities that new technologies have to offer and at the same time
meets the high standards of the maritime
industry.
One the theme of pace, how do you help
your customers integrate solutions at a
pace that is right for them?
The basic idea we always kept in mind
developing Cloud Fleet Manager was to
focus on the user experience. The interface
of the solution is designed to be selfexplanatory, so there is no need for timeconsuming trainings. Additionally, the
system is completely cloud-based and
offered as SaaS. This way customers don’t
have to busy themselves setting up the IT
environment such as servers or to employ
specialists, instead they can immediately
focus on their core tasks. These are two
huge factors that usually complicate the
adoption of new digital solutions.
Removing these significantly eases the
integration of new software.

To further enhance the user experience,
we iteratively release updates all throughout the year to make new functionalities
available to our customers as soon as they
are available. This way, users will never
experience an overwhelming flood of
changes or new features but can gradually
see the system improve.
Before we implement our solution at a
new customer, we always make sure that
we have a complete overview of our
client’s requirements and their current situation. As soon as we are aware of processes, we help customers to migrate to our
system and continue their digitalisation at
a rate that’s appropriate for them. Of
course, our dedicated professionals are
with our clients each step of the way to
ensure the best customer experience.
Artificial
intelligence,
IoT
and
blockchain are said to be some of the
major digital trends in maritime industry.
How do you see their role in maritime
operations developing over the next several years? Are there any other digital
trends you see developing?
There has been a lot of buzz around these
topics and we can see all the exciting benefits companies can expect by incorporating
these trends into their daily lives.
Especially machine learning and IoT will
most likely have a huge impact on data
analysis and how we handle data in general. But until now, there wasn’t much to see
except theories and prototypes, and I think
it will still take some years until we will see
these trends having a real impact.
In my opinion, two of the most influential technologies for the next years which
we already see making an impact are the
cloud and mobile applications. With the
cloud especially being an enabler for topics
such as IoT and machine learning.
With the increasing availability of internet at sea that we are currently experiencing, these two innovations will bring great
benefits to the maritime industry. Enabling
the use of real-time data at sea and for the
crew to e.g. execute tasks directly using
their mobile phone instead of pen and
paper or the on-board PC.

Alexander Buchmann, managing director,
Hanseaticsoft
What is the biggest demand from your
current and potential customers at the
moment?
We see a great demand in the industry to
gain more insights into their operational
data. And with topics such as IoT emerging, this demand will most likely increase.
We’ve always included a variety of autogenerated reports in each of our modules
to ease the analysis of data for our customers and to give them an in-depth look.
To enhance this experience even further,
we are currently working on a BI (Business
intelligence) integration. With this integration, users will be able to pool any kind of
operational data from the system and perform their own reports.
Last year, you announced plans to launch a
new module to facilitate the administration and structuring of fleet data. What
benefits will this module bring to the
maritime industry?
We are already offering our customers
many options to enter and share a variety
of data such as certificates, circulars,
blueprints etc. But we still see a demand to
store more and different kinds of data and
to make it available to employees regardless of time or location. And that’s what
our new module will focus on. Think of it
as Dropbox for vessels. For more details
you’ll have to keep an eye on our updates
within the next months.
DS

Danelec accelerates growth with Verdane investment
www.danelec-marine.com
www.verdane.com
Denmark headquartered Danelec Marine
has announced an investment by Northern
European growth equity investor Verdane
to accelerate the Danish company’s growth
in the global marine electronics and

services sector.
Under the agreement, which was signed
December 31, 2019, Verdane assumes a
majority shareholder position in the privately
held corporation. Danelec’s existing shareholders will continue to own shares in the
company, and the management team, including CEO Hans Ottosen and COO Casper

Jensen, will continue in their positions.
“Danelec Marine has been a pioneer in
creating an integrated product-service
approach that is without precedent in the
maritime industry, and the company is
well positioned to capture a large share of
the emerging ship-shore IoT marketplace,”
said Arne Handeland, partner and respon-
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sible for the investment at Verdane.
“Verdane has an impressive track record
of supporting growth for tech companies and
extensive experience in the maritime sector,”
said Mr Ottosen. “They will be excellent
investment partners who will help us accelerate organic and acquisition growth opportunities in existing and new technologies.”
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Positive disruption
Digitisation and digitalisation are not interchangeable. Digitisation is the application of IT to change a paper-based process
whereas digitalisation is applying IT to transform or disrupt a particular process or system. And we’ve seen plenty of both in
shipping, writes Lars Fischer, managing director of Softship Data Processing, Singapore.

A

great example is how we track
vessel positions. Back in the
1700s, vessel movements were
recorded informally at a number of meeting places including Edward
Lloyd’s coffeehouse in the City of London.
Lloyd produced daily notes of vessel
movements which soon became known as
“Lloyd’s List” and which eventually morphed into the daily shipping news outlet
we know today.
Throughout the 1800/1900s, Lloyd’s
continued to collect vessel movement
information but through a series of local
agents located at all major ports. These
“Lloyd’s Agents” would send information to a central London office by mail,
and then by telex, fax and latterly email.
Information was collated and published
through the daily “Lloyd’s List” newspaper and later online. This is digitisation –
using IT to streamline an otherwise

paper-based system.
But this is old news. IMO now requires
all vessels to carry an AIS transponder and
to publish their position in real-time.
Vessel positions are no longer the “secret”
they once were and we all have armchair
access to almost every ship position across
the globe – more so if we subscribe to satellite data. This is digitalisation – using IT to
transform or completely disrupt a process.

Success and failure
Digitalisation doesn’t always succeed,
sometimes it is attempted too early or is
simply not right for a given environment.
At the turn of the millennium and at the
height
of
the
dot.com
frenzy,
entrepreneurs were investing large sums
in online chartering platforms. Their aim
was to disrupt the market and disintermediate the shipbroker. They thought the broker was little more than a post-box and the

swapping of vessel and cargo information
could be achieved more efficiently and
more cheaply online. They failed. They
failed because they didn’t understand the
importance of the human interface
between principal and broker and their
role that went far beyond the simple passing of information. Twenty years on, a
number of online chartering platforms are
gathering momentum, but only in a contained and modest way.
In container shipping, digitisation has
impacted many areas of operation. Carriers
are using intelligent IT platforms and software systems to streamline a range of backroom processes. These include fleet operations, commercial management, equipment
handling and financial control. By doing
this, carriers become more efficient, faster
and almost error free. At the same time,
they free-up staff to work smarter, manage
yields, enhance customer service and optimise the utilisation of their fleet.

Shipping companies
must integrate

“Digitalisation doesn’t always succeed, sometimes it is attempted too early or
is simply not right for a given environment,” says Mr Fischer

Even so, there are many carriers still labouring under a false impression that they are
reaping maximum benefit from their
efforts. That’s because they are digitised but
not integrated. Many shipping companies
are still using separate systems, tools, processes and documents that are not aligned
in a way that they automatically talk to each
other. All companies will have an accounting package, and most will operate systems
to handle the administration of various
commercial and operational requirements.
But it’s less common for these systems to
communicate with each other.
The best tools for achieving integration
are purpose-built software systems, and
the utilisation of cloud-technologies. It is
only through integrating these packages
that efficiencies can be made, and ‘true’

DG International’s Horizon platform enhances supply chain transparency
www.wearedg.com
Specialist
freight
forwarder
DG
International has announced plans to
launch a new cloud-based, single-platform
solution bringing end-to-end digitisation,
visibility and integration to supply chain
management.
The new platform, Horizon, can be tailored to different business objectives.
Rather than being an ‘out-of-the-box’ solution, the platform offers complete visibility
over the supply chain enabling customers
to request quotes, book shipments and
manage freight movements online.
Through Control Tower, Horizon’s
satellite tracking system, customers can see
exactly where their shipments are on each
journey. In addition, the platform’s cloud-

based advanced analytics and real-time
reporting inform cost-saving decisions and
drive business strategy.
“Horizon is transforming the way we
work, bringing increased efficiency and
cohesion to our business processes, whilst
still providing the human touch through
dedicated account managers and operational contacts. Moving everything onto
one digital platform with access to realtime data and insights means our customers will be able to improve margins,
streamline their efforts and scale their
businesses faster than ever before,” said
James Appleby, managing director at DG
International.
“Supply chain visibility is no longer a
nice to have, but an essential capability to
remain competitive. Our ambition has

always been to bring the entire supply
chain and all its processes together, accessible and connected on one screen. That is
what Horizon does.”
Built through Salesforce by DG
International’s software development partner Neurored, Horizon is also replacing
the company’s internal software, consolidating sales and business processes, and
freight management, including satellite
tracking of the vessel through to final mile
delivery.
Mr Appleby confirmed that this is only
the beginning. “We will continue to invest
in and enhance features for Horizon. For
example, phase two of its development
will see the use of artificial intelligence to
predict changing weather conditions and
alert DG International and our customers.”
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digitisation achieved. Perhaps more
importantly, upgrading technological
capabilities, and ensuring they are properly integrated, will be increasingly important in being able to compete in future.
Twenty or so years ago incorporating
integrated technology into business was
only the prerogative of the very large shipping companies. Today however, relatively inexpensive solutions offer complete
integration using a modular ‘off the shelf’
format of software packages that means
digital integration should no longer be
problematic or particularly costly for
organisations of any size.

Global digitalisation
is within reach
Armed with ‘true’ digitisation, will the
containership sector take the leap to digitalisation? Here it is interesting to draw a
parallel with the airlines. Shortly after the
dawn of commercial air travel, the industry formed IATA (International Air
Transport Association), ostensibly to allocate airspace and airport slots, enhance
efficiency and passenger safety. In the process, IATA also created standards allowing
a whole range of global activities to be
implemented which today, greatly ease the
burden on international travellers.
Shipping – as a collective – hasn’t really
followed suit. Some container carriers
cooperate in alliances, and there are various trade bodies that bring the players
together, but the sector largely operates
independently. Some might say that airlines carry people whilst ships carry containers and commodities. People are vocal,
cargo is not. But that’s missing the point. A
containership industry operating to common standards and processes would significantly enhance maritime supply chains,
introducing efficiencies and cutting costs.
In an increasingly globalised world facing
an infinite search for reduced emissions
and lower prices, this can only be beneficial to all parties. But it’s a stepped process.
To achieve the evident benefits of digitalisation, container shipping must first fully
digitise, then it must integrate. With that in
the bag, global digitalisation is very defiDS
nitely within its grasp.
Author:
Lars Fischer, managing
director of the Asia Pacific
headquarters of Softship.
Lars began working for
Softship as a software engineer in 1994. He became a business consultant and project manager in 1996 and
has headed-up Softship Data Processing,
Singapore, since 1998. He is responsible
for Singapore’s commercial and technical
staff of 25 and for the group’s sales &
marketing strategy worldwide.
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Autonomous-ship project receives EUR 20.1 million in EU funding
www.ec.europa.eu/programmes/
horizon2020/
A new Norwegian project that will see
KONGSBERG Group install and test
autonomous technology on two vessels in
different operational environments has
received almost EUR 20.1 million, equivalent to NOK 200 million, in EU funding.
The grant is from Horizon 2020, an EU
research programme and marks one of the
largest grants ever given to Norwegian
players.
AUTOSHIP, a four-year Horizon 2020*
project, is a collaboration between
KONGSBERG and Norway's leading
research organisation, SINTEF, as well as
several European partners. The Research
Council of Norway is also providing
support.
The aim of the project is to test and further develop key technology linked to fully
autonomous navigation systems, intelligent machinery systems, self-diagnostics,
prognostics and operation scheduling, as
well as communication technology
enabling a prominent level of cybersecurity and integrating the vessels into upgraded e-infrastructure.
One of the vessels that will be equipped
for remote-operated and autonomous maritime transport is the Eidsvaag Pioneer.
The vessel is owned by the Eidsvaag shipping company and operates along the
Norwegian coast and in vulnerable fjord
areas where it carries fish feed to
fish-farms.

The other vessel to be equipped with
autonomous technology is a Belgian pallet
shuttle barge owned by Blue Line Logistics
NV. This operates on canals in Europe,
transporting goods to and from large container ports. Europe's inland waterways
can achieve major environmental gains by
using new technology. An autonomous
barge in operation is expected to take
around 7,500 trucks off the roads each year
and will result in reductions in both traffic
congestion and emissions.
"The Norwegian maritime cluster, of
which KONGSBERG is a part, is the world
leader in autonomous shipping. Now we
are further strengthening our position
through the AUTOSHIP project, which
will accelerate the realisation of next-generation autonomous ships and create a
roadmap for commercialising autonomous
shipping in the EU in the next five years,"
said Egil Haugsdal, CEO of Kongsberg
Maritime.
“The
AUTOSHIP
project
gives
Northern Europe, with Norway, a leading
edge in developing the next generation of
autonomous vessels. The race is underway
internationally. The technology contributes to safer, more efficient and sustainable operations at sea, both in transport
and aquaculture. The project will now
receive one of the largest allocations ever
made from the EU's Horizon 2020 program
to a Norwegian player. This is a NOK 200
million mark of quality," said Iselin Nybø,
Norway's minister of research and higher
education.

GNS joins Cornes to enhance
digital navigation portfolio
management software and digital service
delivery.
“We are very pleased to be able to
Maritime technology company GNS and welcome GNS and its employees into
Cornes Chart Group, a leading charts busi- the Cornes Group,” said Toshiyuki
ness, have announced the acquisition of Kamoshita, director of Cornes & Co., LTD
and COO of Cornes Maritime Division.
GNS by Cornes.
This deal follows Cornes’ acquisition of “Cornes is one of the leading chart busiUS and Singapore based Safe Navigation nesses in the world. GNS has the highest
earlier this year. The combination of the quality software in the sector and has piothree companies creates the largest neered the use of data analytics in the
provider of navigation software, data and delivery of digital solutions to its customers. There is a great geographic fit
products in the world.
The Cornes-GNS deal builds on and is a between the two businesses and Cornes
natural extension of the already close looks forward to investing in GNS and
working relationship between the two developing the customer proposition even
companies that has been established over further in the coming years.”
Paul Stanley, CEO of GNS, commented:
many years in areas such as navigation
“Over the last 4 years
GNS has invested
heavily in developing
the market leading
suite of digital products for marine navigation, Voyager. GNS’s
combination
with
Cornes will accelerate
the development of
Left to right: Simon Harrison, GNS operations director, Phil
Voyager and GNS’s
Stothard, GNS chief information officer, Kamoshita Toshiyuki, other services and will
GNS CEO, Sarumaru Yasuhito, Cornes CFO, Hayley van
maintain GNS’s strong
Leeuwen, GNS marketing and product director, Kieron
culture around the
Abernethy, GNS chief revenue officer.
safety of life at sea.”
www.gnsworldwide.com
www.cornes.co.jp

The aim of the project is to test and further develop key technology linked to fully
autonomous navigation systems, intelligent machinery systems, self-diagnostics,
prognostics and operation scheduling

The markets for both short sea coastal
shipping and transport on inland waterways are expected to dramatically expand
in the next few years, both in Norway,
Europe, and worldwide.
"We will demonstrate that it is possible
to remotely operate several ships from
land and over large geographical
areas. The technology is used in different
ways on the vessel to show that the
solutions can be applied widely. This is a
market with a significant potential," said
Mr Haugsdal.
"We will contribute by developing
cloud-based communications systems and

advanced simulations to test and ensure
that the autonomous vessels operate safely
and optimally," continued Hege Skryseth,
the CEO of Kongsberg Digital.
"There is increasing market demand for
waterborne transport in the EU. The
results of the AUTOSHIP project will lead
to safer and greener transport in Europe
with one of the major outcomes being a
shift of goods transport from roads to
waterways," said Mr Haugsdal.
* This project has received funding from
Horizon 2020, an EU research and innovation programme, under grant agreement
no. 815012.

Marine stakeholders trial autonomous
vessels prototype datahub
www.solis-marine.com
Solis Marine, the project manager for a
new prototype data platform that aims to
help develop autonomous vessels has
urged more companies and organisations
to come forward to test the data platform,
MARLab.
Four weeks after the first version of the
MARLab platform went live, Solis Marine
has confirmed it has nearly 20 different
datasets live and available for review from
its Port of Portland test site.
These include Live AIS, vessel arrivals,
vessel expected arrivals and sailings, vessels in port, wind and speed direction,
bathymetry, chart data, tidal data, navigation exceptions and a UK Hydrographic
Office package. The UKHO package is an
interactive visual of fixed structures and
other key-spatial data.
Rosalind Blazejczyk from Solis Marine,
which manages the project on behalf of
the Maritime & Coastguard Agency’s
MARLab project said: “When we started
looking at this, those interested in what we
could produce in these datasets told us
there were six that they felt were the most
important to them. We’re excited to say
that five out of those six – AIS data, tidal
data, UKHO geo-spatial data and a hydrographic model of the test site at Portland –
are all included.
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‘We have established the case for implementing communications infrastructures
and the provision of data from assured
sources.”
Tom Owen, managing director of delivery partner Maritrace, said: “High quality
data was a key deliverable for stakeholders. The fact that we have been able to provide such data from trusted suppliers such
as the UKHO demonstrates our capability
to
meet
industry
expectations.
Additionally, the inclusion of a traffic
lights system to demonstrate how frequently live data is updated lends further
credence to the value of the data available
on the prototype hub.”
Solis Marine is also looking to work
with the Maritime & Coastguard Agency
to host a workshop during 2020.
Dr Katrina Kemp from the Maritime &
Coastguard Agency who oversees the
MARLab work said that it was clear that
the UK industry needs and requires a clear
regulatory pathway for Maritime
Autonomous Surface Ships (MASS).
She said: “As the regulatory authority,
we’re very keen to work with the industry
to find a way of continuing the development of this vital and innovative sector
without compromising ship safety. We
know this kind of work will help the maritime industry create fit-for-purpose
autonomous vessels.”
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KONGSBERG and Norwegian Society
for Sea Rescue join forces
www.kongsberg.com
www.redningsselskapet.no

presumed victims are found as quickly as
possible. Living in uncertainty is an additional strain. Sonar search must be much
more accessible; we want to have a specialised team who can travel out with the
sonar when needed.”
“With this cooperation, Kongsberg
Maritime and the Norwegian Society for
Sea Rescue will test modern technologies
to improve search and rescue and make it
more effective,” added Bjørn Jalving,
senior vice president, subsea at Kongsberg
Maritime. “We are proud to be able to
work together with the Society and contribute to its incredibly important work.”

Kongsberg Maritime has signed an agreement with the Norwegian Society for Sea
Rescue to develop new and innovative
maritime Search and Rescue (SAR) technologies.
The duo’s collaboration will cover five
concept development areas for SAR: maritime operations, rescue operations, search
on the surface of the sea, underwater
search and digital solutions.
Through the agreement, Kongsberg
Maritime will provide the Norwegian
Society for Sea Rescue with access
to its established hydroacoustic
systems for in depth testing and
development on new approaches
to SAR. The systems include
Kongsberg Maritime’s innovative
PulSAR sonar, which can be
towed behind a rescue boat to
scan large areas of sea in a short
time, transmitting images of the
seabed and helping divers to navigate directly to targets of interest. The Society will also test the
SAR application of Kongsberg
Maritime solutions for monitoring diving operations.
“We want to ensure that people who are missing at sea and
presumed lost are found more
quickly,” said Rikke Lind, secreKongsberg Maritime’s Bjørn Jalving and
tary general of the Norwegian
the Norwegian Society for Sea Rescue’s
Society for Sea Rescue. “For the
Rikke Lind signed the cooperation agreement
next of kin, it is important that
on Friday December 6, 2019

Robosys and MARIN sign cooperation agreement to test autonomous navigation software
www.robosysautomation.com
www.marin.nl
Robosys Automation and the Netherlands
Marine Research Institute have signed a
cooperation agreement in a new initiative
to further research and development of
autonomous navigation software.
As part of the cooperation, Robosys has
acquired MARIN’s Dolphin Simulation
Software and MARIN has acquired
Robosys’ Voyager 100 autonomous navigation software.
MARIN will establish a facility to measure compliance of autonomous navigation
software within the IMO international collision regulations (COLREGS). In a scoring
system yet to be finalised, the candidate test
software is compared to the Voyager Series

reference software supplied by Robosys.
The software testing will be carried out
at the Maritime Operations division of
MARIN. The object of the testing is to measure marine software claiming an Obstacle
Avoidance capability and award it a compliance score. This will allow fast checking
of the conformance efficiency of the software and compile a Comparison List of
performance results. We believe that this
will lead to improved safety of systems at
sea and an important step towards practical regulation of the industry.
MARIN originally started testing
Robosys autonomous navigation software
on its Ship Simulator last year as part of
the Netherlands Joint Industries Project
culminating in North Sea Trials with three
ships in March 2019.

MARIN’s Dolphin Simulator allows users to experience as close to real life as is
possible with exact reaction to all environmental and hydrodynamic forces

Swedish Club provides latest insight into Navigational Claims
www.swedishclub.com
The Swedish Club has launched a new edition of Navigational Claims, which aims to
provide an insight into the causes of maritime incidents and environmental damage, which are often attributed to navigational error.
The Swedish Club’s Loss Prevention
team has reviewed its claims history, using
its comprehensive bank of statistics to publish an insight into the latest trends, provide detailed case studies, highlight relevant International Regulations for
Preventing Collisions at Sea (COLREGS),
and share commentary from a qualified
pilot with first-hand experience of issues
during port transit.
With navigational errors contributing to
almost a third of the Club’s H&M claims
portfolio, Lars A. Malm, director strategic
business development & client relations at
The Swedish Club, is in no doubt as to the
seriousness of these incidents: “Collisions,
contact, groundings – even the loss of the
Costa Concordia, the most expensive
marine insurance claim in history, and a
tragic loss of life - was due to navigational
error,” he said.
“We have seen, and continue to see, that
many such incidents are caused by ‘the
human element’ - individuals and teams
making serious misjudgements in situations

that could not be described as extreme.”
Navigational Claims highlights the
following:
• Container vessels are top of the league
for collisions and contact claims and are
responsible for about 37 per cent of the
collision claims and 42 per cent of the
contact claims that the Club sees. They
have double the frequency of contacts
and collisions than bulkers, often carrying out manoeuvres close to the berth at
high speed. The most expensive claims
occur when a vessel hits a gantry crane
or the quay at high speed.
• Frequency of collision is highest on
RoRos, and frequency of contact highest
on passenger ferries. Most of these incidents happen within the port area RoRo vessels mostly trade short distances between specific ports, which
means that they have more port calls
than the more conventional merchant
vessels.
• Bulk vessels have the greatest frequency
of groundings which may be because
they may trade in more difficult conditions, often loading ore and other material which can be sourced from a remote
island or port.
• Despite the fact that the pilot joins the
vessel to increase safety, it can also be
seen that more than half (55 per cent) of
all navigational claims occur when the

pilot is on board.
Whilst the causes of such incidents may
seem diverse, the loss prevention advice is
very clear:
“The causes are numerous," stated Mr
Malm. "Many can be prevented by efficient
communication, planning, and understanding the limitations and risks with the

navigational equipment. Often officers
have very different backgrounds, experience and knowledge. It is also common
that the bridge team does not work in harmony. We hope that Navigational Claims
will highlight some of the common problem areas and raise awareness of the steps
that can be taken to overcome them.”

ATHENS, 7 APRIL 2020
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EVENTS CALENDAR

Vessel Performance Optimisation Forums

Maritime CIO Forums

VPO Athens

11 February

CIO Cyprus

17 March

VPO Cyprus

17 March

CIO Hamburg

28 April

VPO Rotterdam

19 May

CIO Posidonia

4 June

VPO Posidonia

4 June

CIO Singapore

6 October

VPO London

16 June

CIO Rotterdam

13 October

VPO Hamburg @ SMM

9 September

CIO Bergen

24 November

VPO Singapore

7 October

VPO Copenhagen

18 November

Maritime Cyber Resilience Forums

Athens

7 April

Maritime Digital Transformation Forum

FREE FOR SHIPPING COMPANIES
If you are involved directly in working for a ship
operator (owner, manager, or builder) you are invited
to attend Digital Ship events FREE OF CHARGE.
Please register via the event website and select the
“FREE shipping company” option.

iShipping Copenhagen

6 February

Hamburg @SMM

10 September

Digital Ship Conference

Digital Ship Athens

10 & 11 November

*dates subject to change
If you are interested in participating at
a Digital Ship event as a sponsor or
exhibitor, please contact:
Narges Jodeyri
t: +44 (0) 20 7017 3406
e: narges@thedigitalship.com

Search for The Digital Ship

@TheDigitalShip

If you are interested in participating
at a VPO event as a sponsor or exhibitor,
please contact:
Ria Kontogeorgou
t: +44 (0) 20 7150 5292
e: ria@thedigitalship.com

If you would like to support these events
as a media or organisation partner,
please contact:
Lyndell Grewar
t: +31 655 987817
e: lyndell@thedigitalship.com

Search for The Digital Ship

For the latest updates on all of our events visit www.thedigitalship.com
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Optimising ship inspections with
autonomous drones
Regular inspection and maintenance of ships’ tanks to detect corrosion, cracks and other issues is essential
to minimise permanent damage and avoid hefty costs. Human inspectors have traditionally entered tanks and
examined them visually, but this can be dangerous and expensive. New research indicates that autonomous
drone-based surveys could offer a safer and more efficient alternative to ship tank inspection.

I

ncreasing digitalisation is making
way for the use of drones and
unmanned vehicles for use in maritime environments. Drones offer a
safe and more efficient way to carry out
inspections onboard ships, but they still
require a professional pilot and live surveyor and according to DNV GL’s Øyvind
Smogeli, program director digital assurance, group technology and research,
drones can be hard to manoeuvre.
A new research project led by DNV GL
is examining new methods of ship tank
inspection using autonomous drones with
hyper-spectral cameras to obtain more
accurate information on the quality of ship
tanks.
Known as ADRASSO – Autonomous
Drone-based Surveys of Ships in
Operation, the project is specifically
addressing the research inside ships’ tanks.
According to Øyvind Smogeli, the project
is, “addressing how we can take the ship
inspection process many steps further.”
Speaking to journalists visiting the DNV
GL firm in Trondheim, Norway last year,
Mr Smogeli explained the motivation
behind the project. “We wanted to
improve the efficiency and safety of ship
tank inspections, with the idea of having
either a semi or fully autonomous drone
that can manoeuvre alone and find its way
around the ship tank without a professional pilot.”
The vision encompasses a drone that,
“Will be able to detect cracks using computer vision, to deliver ultrasound thickness measurements using hyper-spectral
imaging, with an AI or VR interface to help
the surveyor easily see where the drone
has been.”

Different approaches to determining cracks in ship tanks. Image courtesy of DNV GL

The drone will work by flying itself into
a ship’s cargo or ballast tank and use artificial intelligence to detect rust, cracks or
poor coating conditions. It will also measure steel thickness and compare this with
historical data to determine the development of rust and cracks. According to DNV
GL, this could improve safety by reducing
the number of human inspectors entering
tanks, lower the cost of inspections by
eliminating the need for scaffolding,
improve efficiency due to less time needed
for inspections, and ensure faster reporting
and decision-making. Autonomous dronebased inspections could also reduce environmental impact by reducing the need for
rafting, filling and emptying of polluted
water.

Project partners
Supporting the DNV GL led project is
the Research Council of Norway
(Forskinggradet). Several other organisations have also joined the project to devel-

op different aspects of the autonomous
drone.
Start-up Scout Drone Inspection is helping to develop the drone technology. Lack
of GPS inside ships’ tanks means the company is working on triangulation and lidar
technology for the drone’s navigation.
According to Mr Smogeli, the user interface
of the drone technology is extremely important. “Scout Drone is building this with the
idea that a surveyor or operator could start
the drone, point it where they want it to go
and it will start the inspection.”
Other project partners include Norsk
Elektro Optikk (NEO), an expert in hyperspectral imaging. They are currently determining how their current high-spec cameras weighing 30kg can be scaled down to
fit on small drones. “The question is how to
put such a small sensor on a drone that can
go through a manhole and into the tank?”
Idletechs, experts in real-time processing of data screens, coating company Jotun
who is helping DNV GL to understand the
coating layer stuff, and Norwegian
University of Science and Technology
(NTNU) are also involved in the project.

Hyper-Spectral imaging
DNV GL’s main focus in the project has
been developing the machine learning
algorithms that can detect cracks based on
camera images.

Detection of rust under coating with RGB (left) and with hyper-spectral imaging (right).
Image courtesy of DNV GL

A visual representation of the
autonomous drone in development
as part of the ADRASSO project.
Image courtesy of DNV GL
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Using hyper-spectral imaging, a technology currently not widely used in the
maritime industry, DNV GL is able to gain
a more in-depth look at what is going on
inside ship structures.
A regular camera relies on three channels – red, green, and blue, also known as
RGB, and a range of light that humans can
see. With RGB, three approaches can be
used to determine cracks (see image above).
Classification – this shows obvious
cracks, nothing more.
Object detection – a boundary box is
placed around object or crack that has been
found.
Semantic segmentation – this requires
each pixel where the crack is to be assigned
a label. This is the most sophisticated
approach.
In comparison, hyper-spectral light can
use up to 300 channels and can access the
infrared range, seeing far beyond what the
human eye can. It can also see chemical or
material compounds and can obtain
images beneath coatings (see image on far
left). “This is what we’re using it for,” Mr
Smogeli confirmed. “We’re using the
hyper-spectral light to see if we can see
through a coating and see the rust occurring.” Mr Smogeli said that while DNV GL
is making good progress with the technology application, they are still figuring out
the business case in maritime for it.
“Crack detection with machine learning
and visual recognition is challenging and
it is very different to other applications at
the moment,” Mr Smogeli explained. “We
have been working on understanding the
challenges and training algorithm to
develop this technology further.
“The main use of this type of imaging is
to provide decision support for the surveyor. Instead of watching a video screen,
the surveyor can during a live inspection
get this indication in the image that there
is a crack.”
The ADRASSO project is scheduled to
DS
run until 2021.
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Making the transition to e-navigation:
Q&A with Vamvaship Maritime
Andreas Vamvakaris, owner of shipping company Vamvaship Maritime SA, explains the company’s
transition to e-navigation and why SRH Marine’s digital services were chosen for their fleet.
The regulations of IMO for e-navigation
brought significant changes on the daily
operation. Is paperless navigation more
efficient and cost effective from the traditional paper charts?
Undoubtedly. Navigation charts can now
be available onboard in a few minutes following a route plotting in the voyage planner program and online ordering of suggested charts. No more dispatching of
paper charts to remote areas or paying for
transportation and customs clearance costs
or, in case of late voyage orders, not having
the required navigation charts at all.
Charts and publications are now automatically and easily corrected resulting in
less workload for deck officers.
Continuous real time navigation without any user intervention is possible and
the setting of grounding and collision
alarms enhances safety. According to a
Formal Safety Assessment study conducted by DNV, e-Navigation has a risk reducing effect on grounding and collision related risks of around 36 per cent.
ECDIS is the only equipment on the
bridge that has an overall view of all navigational sensors and that can supplement
navigating officer's situational awareness.
With the implementation of ECDIS,
direct & indirect costs are clearly known to
decrease.
What was the key element to select SRH
Marine as provider for the Digital
Services?
SRH Marine has traditionally been a leader in the Greek market in the sector of
marine navigation and communication
equipment. SRH has established a series of
strategic partnerships with well-known
manufacturers and providers, thus offering a global sales, service, technical support and training network. This one stop
solution for the shipping companies combined with attractive pricing, high technical expertise and 24/7 support constitute a
package offer that is hard to resist.
Furthermore, the introduction of innovative and reliable solutions that have a competitive advantage in the Digital Services
area facilitated the selection.
Could you please describe the competitive
advantage of DELTA Fleet solution? What
are the unique points vs other solutions?

SRH’s DELTA Fleet solution comprises SRH Charts distribution platforms & SRH Plug, compatible with all ECDIS
manufacturers, that facilitates the transmission of data, through high speed connectivity, provided by Inmarsat.
It is used by Vamvaship Maritime to simplify navigation. Image courtesy of SRH Marine
Delta Fleet is a solution that offers automatic update of charts and publications,
safe and quick route planning and
enhanced security that satisfies security
rules through high speed connectivity on a
dedicated channel. The operation and
bandwidth of the main Fleet broadband
channel is not affected during Delta Fleet
communication. The unique point of the
Delta Fleet solution is this exact dedicated
network channel through Inmarsat (CAP)
which secures the seamless data exchange
between SRH’s ENC server and the
onboard systems in an Airtime Traffic
inclusive subscription.

install the Digital services from SRH. They
believe that the system is easy to use and
by having automatic updates and corrections of ENCs and nautical publications a
tedious task is removed from their daily
routine.
Crew can now devote more time to navigational safety and operational monitoring. Passage planning is quicker with more
transparency of voyages.
Navigators also receive timely information on the latest regulations for the
territorial waters their vessels are sailing
in, i.e. MARPOL and environmental
requirements.

Having onboard your vessels the entire
solution of Digital Services from SRH
Marine, how these have been enhanced
and assisted your crew with daily navigation tasks?
The feedback we get from the crew is very
positive and supportive of our decision to

DELTA Fleet incorporate a dedicated network channel through Inmarsat (CAP) LBand services. Has this affected your
communication cost?
No. The data traffic for the updates of
ENCs and all digital publications is
exchanged through the dedicated (CAP)

Crew can now devote more time to navigational safety and operational monitoring.
Passage planning is quicker with more transparency of voyages.
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Inmarsat channel and the relevant cost is
included in the Delta Fleet annual flat fee
Subscription. Therefore, communication
costs are kept under control and can be better budgeted without any surprises.
ECDIS is a critical navigation equipment.
How does DELTA Fleet secure and protect ECDIS equipment and your data?
The data channel that is used by the Delta
Fleet system is a dedicated channel peer to
peer (M2M) between shore server and
onboard system and is separated from the
primary business and crew data channel.
In addition, both ECDIS are connected
via USB protocol instead of LAN with the
SRH Plug.
With these two features, firstly the data
are protected in an Inmarsat certified data
channel and secondly the ECDIS units are
not visible to the outside world to risk any
unauthorised access.
Do you feel that DELTA Fleet is a unique
solution in the market?
Definitely. The Delta Fleet platform provides automated real time ECDIS chart,
digital publications and NTM updates
and corrections. It reduces the workload
of the bridge officers and of the people
ashore and is a cost-efficient solution for
paperless navigation that satisfies all
DS
security rules.
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Hamburg, 28 April 2020

Listen, Learn, Network

SILVER SPONSORS

Digital Ship’s Maritime CIO forum in Hamburg on April 28th, our 16th annual
Hamburg event, reviews the latest development in practice and technology to
help maritime companies add value to their operations.
Many maritime digital technology debates end up between two poles – people
who believe that all the answers you need can be found in data and digital
technology, and people who believe that a phone call to the captain can tell you
more than any software ever can.
The right answer – as ever – is somewhere between these poles. And where
else to work out where that is than Hamburg, which is both a centre for high
technology and digital startups, and home of some of the most longest established,
successful, and dare we say traditional, shipping companies?

BRONZE SPONSOR

Topics we expect to cover at this year’s maritime CIO forum include:
• How the role of maritime IT department changing – from more of a
technical role to a project management role

LUNCH SPONSOR

• Understanding the changing cybersecurity threat – is it still best kept
at bay with “housekeeping” such as regular patching and access /
password management?
• Digital transformation projects – success stories about what has worked
• Advanced technology – satellite communications, software, sensors /
IOT, analytics – where are companies ﬁnding value?

Search for The Digital Ship

@TheDigitalShip

Search for The Digital Ship

www.hamburg.thedigitalship.com

PROMOTIONAL SPONSORS
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High traffic zone growth means
increased gaps in AIS data
While VDES (VHF Data Exchange System) is an exciting upcoming solution to the overloading of the AIS, this
advancement is still several years away. The maritime industry and application service providers are looking
for solutions to AIS data gaps that can be implemented now and industry experts are re-examining
the way data is transmitted in high traffic zones (HTZs) to address these challenges.

W

ith more than 200,000 AIS
users
communicating
across just two VHF channels of only a few kHz, the
combined network of terrestrial and satellite equipment tracks ships throughout
most of the ocean. The combined T-AIS
with S-AIS technology developed on top of
the 20-year-old AIS standard allows
receivers to pull out a signal from anywhere on the planet. However, there are
still some issues with receiving these signals on some global trade routes.
With the number of ships transmitting
outside of the range of terrestrial collection
increasing again this year, satellite collections are dealing with heightened message
collision issues. Additionally, firms focused
on ship tracking and analysis of vessels in
the North Sea, the Gulf of Mexico, and seas
bordering China, Singapore, and more will
spend millions of dollars investigating AIS
data gaps and lose cargo revenue due to
unreliable forecasting.

Data gap solutions and
the changes they deliver
The introduction of Dynamic AIS (D-AIS)
from Spire Maritime as part of their S-AIS
service provides constant positional data
to support the complex processes and algorithms required to accurately track vessels
in real-time without any gaps. D-AIS is the
only solution that taps thousands of satellite-enabled AIS receivers traveling
throughout the busiest shipping lanes in
the world. This solution provides an
unprecedented impact on unique MMSIs
received and the frequency of position

updates as well as forecast data to ensure
cargo viability.
Spire Maritime’s full AIS offering combines three types of current AIS collection
(Terrestrial, Satellite, and Dynamic) into
one service. This combination of resources
delivered 56 per cent more messages and
25 per cent additional unique MMSIs in the
South China Sea.
Despite these advances, AIS still has
room for improvement. Spire Maritime has
nearly 100 satellites in orbit, many of
which constantly track the oceans.

A case study in the need
for timely AIS data
According to the Dutch Ministry of
Infrastructure and the Environment, AIS
data is critical for improving ship safety
and efficiency in the North Sea. Because
the North Sea is one of the busiest shipping
traffic areas in the world, the Netherlands
Coastguard continuously monitors AIS
data transmitted by ships so as to oversee
traffic patterns and provide assistance to
ships as needed.
The high traffic of the area necessitates
continuous monitoring and oversight via
AIS data. The traffic that creates this level
of need inhibits the possibility for effective
and consistent oversight because the high
volume of AIS data transmitted in the area
causes significant signal interference.
The South China Sea is quickly becoming the most crowded shipping route in the
world and to complicate the already
crowded waterways is the high volume of
small fishing boats that are at risk of colliding with larger vessels.

Spire Maritime’s full AIS offering combines three types of current AIS collection
(Terrestrial, Satellite, and Dynamic) into one service. This combination of
resources delivered 56 per cent more messages and 25 per cent
additional unique MMSIs in the South China Sea.
These waterways are also considered a
conflict region and are a militarized zone
which increases the need to know where
ships are throughout their journey.

Industry growth means
greater reliance on data
With forecasted growth across the maritime industry this year, application service
providers will continue to search for solutions to lost data in the busiest shipping
lanes. With a complete overhauling of AIS
standards still many years away, Spire’s
Dynamic AIS is the only solution currently
available for this industry-wide challenge.
Spire Maritime launched D-AIS in
January 2020 after conducting beta testing

with an array of customers. Early reactions
were overwhelmingly positive. In beta
tests, D-AIS delivered a global average of
16 per cent increase in global position
updates which helped ship operators gain
a competitive advantage over their competition in terms of fuel efficiency and route
allocation.
All firms focused on ship tracking and
analysis have been challenged by gaps in
AIS data in high ship traffic areas around
the world and Spire’s Dynamic AIS
addresses these challenges in a viable and
accessible way. A key player in maritime
intelligence and analytics said: “This finally solves the AIS gap problems after over a
decade of struggle.”
DS

Orolia unveils new personal locator beacon for SAR
www.oroliamaritime.com
Orolia Maritime has announced details of
its life-saving technology, the FastFind
ReturnLink personal locator beacon (PLB)
with Return Link System (RLS) used for
search and rescue (SAR) operations.
Orolia has worked closely with the
European GNSS Agency (GSA) on the
Galileo satellite system since being selected as the lead on development of next-generation SAR distress beacons. Earlier this
year Orolia broke new ground by introducing the world’s first Galileo Global
Navigation Satellite System (GNSS)
enabled PLBs.
Building upon this, the new FastFind
ReturnLink transmits the user’s unique ID
and GNSS location via the global network of
Cospas Sarsat SAR satellites, and then uses
Galileo’s Return Link Service to transmit a

return signal back to the user’s device to
confirm the alert has been received and location has been detected. The PLB displays a
blue light to inform the user that SAR professionals are aware of their situation and
location and that they are not alone.
Chris Loizou, vice president of maritime at Orolia, said: “We are dedicated to
producing SAR products that keep people
safe on land and sea, and the FastFind
ReturnLink PLB is Orolia Maritime’s most
advanced search and rescue beacon to
date. The psychological impact of knowing
that help is on the way cannot be underestimated, and this PLB will provide invaluable peace of mind for those in distress.”
The FastFind ReturnLink PLB utilises
the latest SAR technology, all packed into a
simple, rugged and lightweight palmsized unit. Features include:
• Return Link System: the first of a new

range of SAR beacons that receive a reassurance signal confirming distress alert
and location have been received by the
search and rescue authorities.
• Multi Constellation GNSS: Building on
Orolia’s leadership in innovative location detection technology, FastFind
Returnlink has both Galileo and GPS
GNSS receivers.
• Multiple Attach Points: The FastFind
Returnlink comes with belt attachable
buoyancy pouch and life jacket oral
tube clip attachments.
• Floats: with provided buoyancy pouch.
• Free to use: No subscription.
• Power Assurance: 5-year battery life.
• Waterproof: to 10m.
• Lights: SOS Morse LED ﬂash light &
RLS Reassurance blue flashing light.
• Practical: Safe-stow antenna and 3 stage
activation.
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Orolia’s FastFind ReturnLink personal
locator beacon (PLB) with Return Link
System (RLS).
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Maritime CIO Corner – Interview with
Madelene Stolpe, CIO at Teekay Offshore
While the maritime industry is exploring new technology and searching for new ways of working,
it’s interesting to see how the role of IT leadership is changing. Here at the Maritime CIO corner,
we invite IT leaders of shipping companies from all over the world to share their insight into what it
means to be an IT leader in shipping today. Digital Ship’s Vaida Stockunaite invited Madelene Stolpe,
CIO at Teekay Offshore, to take part in the first ever interview for Maritime CIO Corner.
DS: Can you tell us about your pathway
into shipping?
MS: I ended up in the shipping and offshore industry by chance as the CEO of
Teekay Offshore approached me and wondered if I could be interested in joining
them as the new CIO. For the past six years
I have been working in the public sector
and then in the media industry before that,
so shipping and offshore are completely
new to me.
DS: What does it mean to be a CIO at
Teekay? What projects are you involved
in at the moment?
MS: Teekay Offshore has been part of the
Teekay Corporation for years, but quite
recently we were acquired by Brookfield
and were to become our own, independent
corporation. This means right now we are
setting up our corporate structure, establishing shared services and our head office,
along with getting a new name, new
vision, mission, values and governing policies. So now we are Altera Infrastructure!
As the new CIO my main focus now is to
establish the global IT organisation, determine our future structure, recruiting and
training employees and preparing new
policies, strategies, frameworks and procedures. We are to transition 150 different
applications, 2500 clients and all IT services in the next few months, so that is
without a doubt the most time-consuming
project right now. In addition to this I am
trying to get to know the business and
their needs in order to make sure we establish an IT organisation that creates value
for our operations. That is, in my opinion,
the most important thing.
DS: Having recently joined the company,
what do you consider the most important
achievement at work so far?
MS: I would have to say that being thrown
into a company in the middle of a transition process with no time to familiarise
myself with either the industry, the company or the business needs before having
to take on huge decisions about the future
infrastructure, services and strategies
along with recruiting new people and

making agreements with partners and vendors, is an achievement in itself. The fact
that the feedback, both from the business
and my employees in IT, so far is very
good is obviously a big bonus.
DS: What kind of skills are necessary, in
your opinion, to be a good CIO in a shipping company?
MS: In my opinion being a CIO in a shipping company does not differ from being a
CIO in any other industry. To me it is all
about the people, both internally within IT
and towards our colleagues in operations
and the different business functions. Being
able to build good relationships, understand people’s views, capabilities, interests and trigger points is key to achieve
cross-functional collaboration and to create value both for the business and for
each individual. I want to build and develop an IT department that acts as a bridge
between business needs and technology.
With that in mind you need to have
enough knowledge, both about the industry you operate in and the opportunities of
the technology landscape, to be able to get
the right resources and partners on board
and to make the best overall decisions.
For me personally it is important to have a
trust-based leadership style where our
employees are given responsibility and
are accountable for tasks and decisions
within their fields of knowledge. My
responsibility is to make them capable,
both as individuals and as a team, and to
make sure there are a clear strategy and
alignment throughout all our services and
projects.
DS: What are your views about maritime
digital transformation?
MS: The maritime industry, as all others,
has tremendous opportunities when it
comes to leveraging digital technology to
streamline, optimise and transform work
processes. In my opinion there are a lot of
good initiatives that have been taken, but I
do think that much too often there is too
much focus on technology and too little on
what actually creates value. We tend to forget to start with business needs and also

have too little attention
towards the fact that digitalisation is mostly about organisational development. It
requires clear and common
objectives, a structured way
to continuously measure
effects against overarching
strategies and cross-functional accountability. I also think
we could benefit from looking to other industries for
inspiration and solutions.
This is not only true for the
maritime industry though; I
think the challenges that digital transformation brings are
pretty transferable between
sectors.
DS: If you gave a piece
of advice to your peers maritime CIOs around
the globe, what would
it be?
MS: Focus on the people and
recognise that all parts of the
team are important in order
to win. Provide context, clear
objectives and set the direction; then trust your employees to find the best possible
way. And be prepared that
being a CIO is a somewhat
lonely role. Most people do
Madelene Stolpe, CIO at Teekay
not take too much interest in
IT, they just expect it to work
– and the only time you get feedback is after 6pm to develop governing documents, procedures, plans, presentations
when it does not.
and other documents – and to have meetDS: What does your regular day in the ings with offices in different time zones. I
would be in different offices every week as
office look like?
MS: I would get in around 7am to get well, so a lot of time is spent in the air or
through the e-mails from different time working from an airport.
zones. Between 8am and late afternoon
there is meetings with IT resources, differ- DS: What is your favourite thing to do in
ent stakeholders around the business, Oslo? Why?
external partners and project teams work- MS: Because I work in different locations I
ing on different initiatives. As we are in the sadly do not get as much time in my
midst of a transition right now there are a hometown Oslo as I would have liked
lot of discussions to take place and deci- right now, so on the rare occasions that I
sions to make. I would spend the hours am home I like to just spend time with
friends and family having dinner and
enjoying a glass of wine or two. I also like
to go for walks in the nearby woods, get
the boat out to one of the islands or watch
a concert or show. Apart from being with
loved ones, the only time I am able to disconnect from work is when I watch football, so I would prioritise that regardless
of where in the world I am. That’s my perDS
sonal take on mindfulness.

The maritime industry, as all others, has tremendous opportunities when it comes to
leveraging digital technology to streamline, optimise and transform work processes.
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